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Social Media for (not against) Hunters
By Gerhard R. Damm

READ TIME 7 MINS
Hunters must present their case in all forms of social media—the tools are there, but
long-term strategic commitment and the action of individual hunters is lacking. Here is
how it could be done.

All hunters, and especially hunting outfitters and broker/agents, should be aware of social
media—and not only as a way to promote their businesses. All hunters who value ethical and
sustainable hunting must become activists and ally themselves with conservation scientists
who (if sometimes with reservations) recognize and defend hunting as a conservation tool. The
pros and cons of hunting deserve a considered debate on social media to counter the relentless
barrage of propaganda from rabid activists who are constantly digging up imaginary (and
sometimes real) anti-hunting dirt.

Scientists are trained to think critically, and a critical evaluation of hunting and hunter
behavior, without bias, is an essential ingredient in the debate and part of the scientific
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process. In contrast, the populist, unscientific views expressed by some politicians and
celebrities who oppose hunting—since they believe such opposition reflects the Zeitgeist—feed
the social-media frenzy created by activists and their uncritical followers. These activists have
conquered social media, unfortunately with the unwitting assistance of a small group of socalled hunters who apparently don’t care about or understand the consequences of their
actions. (For examples, see “Hunting and Social Media—Namibia has a Position on That” in the
previous issue.)

In this connection, it is important to point out that animal-rights agendas are not conservation
agendas. Conservation works at population, species and ecosystem levels; animal rights
concern individual animals. And what might be good for an individual or a collection of
individuals might not be good for the long-term survival of populations, species or biodiversity.

It’s a sad fact that most decent, conservation-minded hunters avoid the social-media debates
or stay within closed circles of like-minded people. Remaining in this comfort zone, not coming
out in force, puts hunting at a gross disadvantage to the ever-vocal anti-hunting movement.
Hunters must proactively support conservation science with their own down-to-earth,
everyday hunting experiences, and they must demonstrate that sustainable wildlife
management in a human-dominated world can be successful.

Hunters have a strong story to tell
Hunters need to document their conservation activities on social media, they need to show the
individual steps of their own journeys into hunting and conservation.

Indiscriminately shared grip-and-grin photos with dead animals have done major damage to
the general view of hunting. Such a photo without a story is not only worthless, it’s counterproductive. There is so much more to hunting than a dead animal, and the full story must be
told in order to make our case to the skeptical public.
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Individual hunters and hunting groups must publicize their sweat-and-toil conservation
activities. Habitat re-naturalization, game counts, anti-poaching and community work,
preservation of non-game species, field observations for scientific projects and the myriad
other tasks connected with wildlife management are highly appropriate for social media,
where they will certainly have a positive effect.

Furthermore, hunters must make it clear that the conservation of natural biodiversity, not
ecotourism, is the legal purpose of state-protected land. At the same time, we must constantly
remind people that managed hunting protects far more land (and wildlife habitat) around the
world than state protection can ever hope to, especially when sustainable economic
development objectives are included.

For example, in the USA, protected parks generate a lot of tourism-derived economic activity,
but more often than not these parks still have to be subsidized with taxpayer dollars. In South
Africa’s Madikwe Game Reserve, antelopes must regularly be restocked to provide prey for
lions, and the burgeoning elephant population has drastically damaged and changed the
landscape of trees and aloes. But lions and elephants are major draws for tourists, so they are
supported in unsustainable ways. In both cases, the pure tourism model is not working,
financially or ecologically, for wildlife and biodiversity.

(Let’s also point out that even the most benign forms of eco-tourism are consumptive in one
way or another; non-consumptive nature use does not exist. The impact of human activity is
one of the most important factors in comparing hunting and photo-tourism. Look, for example,
at habituated ungulates and carnivores in parks with high tourist density in Africa and North
America: The seemingly passive engagement of tourists induces changes in the animals—and
often in the habitat—that demand more and more intrusive management.)

What’s important is that any consumption of resources, wildlife or habitat, whether through
ecotourism or hunting, must be properly managed to be sustainable. If hunters state their case
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on sustainability principles, they can create a growing community of true nature lovers, of
people interested in furthering biodiversity conservation, locally and globally. And such a
community will always look for more, and more detailed, information on hunting as a
conservation tool.

We must act—now
Brand-building on social media does not require a lot of money, but it does require hunters—
especially in North America and Europe—to invest their time and effort. Individual effort is
urgently needed to build a hunting-friendly social-media presence. Creating content must
become the daily task of each hunter who wants society to understand his or her motives and
contribution to conservation. Action is what’s required—not constant complaints about
hunter-bashing in the media.

It may feel strange to a hunter to get out the smartphone and document his or her activities on
Instagram or Facebook. But wouldn’t it be great for a hunting concession-holder in Africa or
Alaska to publicize the complete story of a full year in the bush or backcountry? With all the
seemingly small facets of conservation work, the observations of the secret ways of wildlife,
photos of rare herbs or trees, the morning mists in a hidden clearing? Or, conversely, the
devastating consequences of droughts and storms, hail and snow brought about by climate
change, or the destruction of nature by unsustainable development or careless or illegal
human action?

Show the world your routine when you’re out in the field, capture statements from the people
who live with wildlife, capture the reactions of visiting hunters and nature tourists.
Demonstrate that the so-called trophy photo is not the end-all of a hunter’s life and purpose!
Create links and hashtags to connect your story with other hunters and non-hunters, and then
link them all to scientific research and knowledge.
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Hunting outfitters and agents also have to contribute to this paradigm change. They need to go
beyond boasting about record-book horns and antlers when building their own brands on
social media.

They need to tell the whole story of the hunt, from the trip preparations to camp life and the
way they hunt. Get the viewer/reader to participate in the adventure of interacting with nature
and with the people who live there. Let them be part of the long and tiring treks, the steep
climbs up mountains in rain, snow or sunshine. Showcase what happens when weather or
animals’ keen senses frustrate the hunter/client at the last moment, share the exhilaration of a
successful stalk and a clean kill—or the deep remorse of wounding an animal, as sometimes
happens.

Responsible hunters will identify more strongly with nature- and adventure-focused outfitters
and brokers who are not solely concerned with trophies. Non-hunters should come away with
a better sense of the truth of hunting. The visibility of such a company profile will increase
significantly and create new business, perhaps even beyond hunting.

Conservation Frontlines and Frontline Dispatches—along with other publications and websites
from the hunting and conservation fields—provide ample material and food for thought. For
example, in this issue, consider Klaus Hackländer’s “Hunting and Science in Austria—a
Symbiotic Relationship,” Gabriela Halas’ fascinating account of a mountain goat hunt in
Southeast Alaska, Paul McCarney’s essay “The Value of Hunting Stories for Conservation” or
Paolo Strampelli’s plea that not all is black & white in hunting; these and many more stories
provide wonderful fodder for hunters on their way to becoming social-media posters and
bloggers.

Build your community
Do this and you will soon see your social-channel following increase and your posts earn
responses, and not only from hunters. More work for you, of course—you will have to stay
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respectfully engaged with your followers and provide thoughtful, perhaps researched answers
to their questions.

Successful SM influencers preach over and over the importance of presenting one’s own
authentic view—in this case, of considerate hunting, animal welfare, and habitat and wildlife
conservation. Ours is a complex story; make sure that you give a complete and honest account.
Transparency, factual information and constructive dialogue—things that the hunting world
has neglected for far too long— build trust. Then people who don’t hunt may start to
understand why hunting is a passion and not a sport.

Social media is a huge opportunity and must be part of the toolkit for all hunters, professional
and amateur alike. Social media must become part of the daily routine; it’s the only way to
reach non-hunting nature lovers. Your community will want to know of your contribution to
conservation and how you will expand and improve on it. Then your community will expand
too. Hunters have some catching up to do here.

Authenticity and transparency are cornerstones of trust—especially when something goes
wrong. If you immediately mitigate the wrong with action, and don’t shy away from telling your
community about it, your social-media presence will stand out. Constantly add value to your
postings, in defeat as well as success, and make your community interested in your plans and
projects.

All this is possible without investing in advertising, online campaigns or paid influencers.
Instead, your individual conservation-hunting brand will build upon its own growing reach. Be
warned, however: This is a marathon, not a sprint. Building reach organically requires a solid
foundation, patience and frequent nurturing. You message will not flash to hundreds of
thousands of people within seconds, as with a TV or radio spot, but connections built up over
time are that much stronger and more durable.
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Through patient and authentic work on social media, hunters can get closer to people who are
uninformed about hunting, wildlife and conservation. Contribute facts and powerful visuals to
the public debate, show that you understand the burning conservation and development issues
and—this is important too—provide and obtain constant feedback.

________________________

Gerhard Damm is Editor-in-Chief of Conservation Frontlines and President of the Conservation
Frontlines Foundation.
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The Value of Hunting Stories for Conservation
By Paul McCarney

READ TIME 9 MINUTES
Our desire to tell hunting stories is an instinct that sits deeply in us. Through stories we convey values,
teach moral lessons, entertain, pass on family and cultural traditions and communicate tacit
knowledge. Our stories form a piece of the larger conservation narrative.
The environmental author Edward Abbey once said, “Hunting is one of the hardest things even
to think about. Such a storm of conflicting emotions!” As we move our way through the hunting
season, we acquire new stories to tell about the year’s successes and adventures. We will take
and post photos on social media as a way to tell those stories. Many of us will grapple with the
images and words we use to best represent these experiences.
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This desire to tell our stories is an instinct that sits deeply in us. Humans are a storytelling
species. Through our stories, we convey values, teach moral lessons, entertain, pass on family
and cultural traditions and communicate tacit knowledge through metaphors.

The acclaimed ecologist Edward O. Wilson describes scientific naturalists as “historians,
custodians of the stories each species will tell as its biology unfolds.” Hunters can fulfill this role
as well, by using the same approach of carefully crafted storytelling to communicate our
messages to the public and connect them to conservation.

The conservation narrative
When we tell a story, we often focus on an event that is localized in both time and space with a
short-term outcome. For example, common hunting stories might be a description of our own
hunt for one specific animal during a single day or season.

Narrative, on the other hand, refers to a larger collection of stories that convey a central
meaning about an idea or theme. While related to the concept of a story, narratives also
comprise and express the collection of values that inform the way we see and understand the
world.

For instance, we might talk about the conservation narrative in North America. This larger,
historical story about conservation includes the ugly history of unregulated hunting and
wildlife decline; the characters who identified the threat and acted to create conservation
organizations and articulate a new conservation model; and the legacy of that model that has
continued to maintain healthy populations of wildlife for more than one hundred years.

In this way, our hunting stories collectively form a piece of the larger conservation narrative of
this continent. Therefore, when we tell hunting stories, we participate in and contribute to the
conservation narrative.
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What is the power of narrative?
The historical importance of narrative in human cultures offers a lesson about the value and
role of hunting stories in conservation.

In his book, I’m Right and You’re an Idiot, James Hoggan discusses the role of narrative in
supporting positive public discourse and communication. He argues that, when used
effectively, narrative can mobilize public support and action around an important issue.

Hoggan describes the work of sociologist Marshall Ganz, who believes that it is through
powerful public narratives that people access the “moral and emotional resources” to take
decisive action on important issues. According to Ganz, strong narrative skills can “deliver an
inspiring message for change” and can also help reduce the polarization that characterizes
much of public discourse.

Why narratives fail
Not all stories are created equal and not all stories will be effective in facilitating genuine
communication and mobilizing public support. James Hoggan explores the use of narrative in a
number of environmental campaigns and identifies why some public narratives fail to catalyze
public action.

Public narratives fail when they rely too heavily on facts and do not resonate with people’s
values and emotions. Of course presenting defensible facts is important, but it is not enough.
We need to avoid conveying a sense of despair brought on by a deluge of vague intellectual
facts. Effective public narratives are personal and inspiring. They move and empower people
by presenting the possibility of a “mindful response to a challenge, as opposed to a fearful one.”

Narratives also fail when they are antagonistic or designed for shock value. Effective
narratives speak to the things that people care about without polarizing people. These
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narratives become an “emotional dialogue that speaks about deeply held values, about an
inspired future that is hopeful and steeped in those values.”

If this all sounds somewhat abstract so far, Hoggan and Ganz also offer specific insight into the
elements of an effective narrative and how we can craft our stories to capture the public’s
attention and support.

The need for effective hunting narratives
As hunters, we understand how much meaning and emotion is wrapped up in a photo, a
taxidermy mount or the story of a hunt. We are also very familiar with the polarization around
hunting when the general public reacts to grip-and-grin photos or the notion of trophies. But
we also understand how global biodiversity conservation needs regulated hunting.

Global biodiversity is declining at an accelerating rate. The current rate of species extinction is
somewhere in the neighborhood of one thousand times the pre-human rate. We desperately
have to continue conservation efforts, and hunters are needed in those efforts. Public lands,
species at risk and many other conservation issues need the revenue generated from economic
activities associated with hunting, the volunteers and organizations working on the ground,
and the biologists and managers who work tirelessly to manage wildlife populations.
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Global increase in extinction rates over the past two centuries.

At the same time, hunters also need the support of the general non-hunting, voting public to
ensure that hunting continues to be a tool available to wildlife managers. One research study
found that 87% of respondents support hunting for food. However, if we allow the public to be
increasingly polarized around hunting, we risk losing the support and understanding of the
non-hunting public. So we need to frame a narrative that speaks to the values of the public and
facilitates meaningful communication for the purpose of catalyzing conservation action.

How do we meaningfully tell stories about such a controversial topic in order to enhance
communication with the public and inspire conservation action?

Crafting the narrative
The key point in crafting a narrative is to remember the basic components of a good story. Our
favorite books and movies resonate because they have inspiring characters and a moral
message that stands the test of time. Powerful narratives have a plot, characters and a moral.
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To capture the public’s attention and sympathy, our narratives also must have these elements.
Hopefully, we can then inspire the public to act by allowing them to identify with us, the
characters, and our message, that of hope and unified action for the benefit of biodiversity.

The power of a public narrative is in its ability to identify a shared challenge; the choices that
must be made to address that challenge; and an outcome that conveys a moral and creates
positive change. According to Marshall Ganz, powerful narratives connect three broad
components: a speaker’s story of self, a community’s story of us and the challenge’s story of
now.

Story-telling around the campfire after a long day in the field. © splendens - stock.adobe.com

Strong narratives start with a story of self that articulates what inspires us personally, the
values that call us to action. James Hoggan explains that people are often reluctant to tell their
own story because we naturally fear that it is unremarkable, that “our own experiences are too
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trivial or don’t matter”—but that is not true. Our personal stories help people relate to us, and
this is critical for effective communication. In summary, be personal.

Next, the story of us highlights the values that we have in common in order to establish a sense
of shared experience. This part of the narrative connects individuals to a broader community
that is committed to addressing the shared challenge. In terms of communicating with the
public about hunting and conservation, this part of the narrative is critical. This is where we,
hunters, attempt to break down barriers and connect with non-hunters through a shared value
of biodiversity conservation and healthy wildlife. In summary, focus on shared values rather
than ideology or facts.

Observing a rare southern ground hornbill (Bucorvus leadbeateri) while on safari in Southern Africa.
Paul Stones photo.

Finally, a story of now turns the more individualized and localized aspects of the story into a
narrative moment with a moral lesson. With the story of now, the group—at whatever scale it is
conceived—takes on the challenge with a “mindful, intentional and strategic response.” As the
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storyteller, we have the opportunity to present the response and connect people to it. In
summary, give people a positive action they can commit to.

Hunting stories as conservation action
What does all this mean for our individual hunting stories and the conservation issues we face
in the world today?

First, these lessons tell us that individual stories have power. It is important to remember that
our own stories are part of a larger narrative. We can leave a legacy of responsible and
meaningful participation in the conservation narrative by working to enhance true
communication and inspire people to act.
Second, we should tell our stories proudly and openly but sensitively and with the listener’s
perspective in mind. We should not shy away from expressing the passion that underlies our
desire to hunt and the emotions we experience while in the field. But we should avoid talking
about hunting in a manner that shocks or antagonizes non-hunters. Instead, express the values
that motivate us to hunt and highlight the values that are shared by others. This will likely
mean that we need to adjust the way we tell our stories depending on the audience,
emphasizing certain aspects for a particular listener, and this is fine.

Finally, the lessons about public narrative can teach us that hunting stories, if used
strategically, can be a way to catalyze conservation action. Hunters are well situated to bring
personal stories of wildlife and their habitats to the public, but we need to do so in a way that
inspires the public rather than exacerbates polarization.

Tell a good story!
As Hoggan tells us, “Good leaders understand a story must always be very specific and evoke a
particular time and mood. It should be framed in a vibrant setting, with bright color, flavor and
gritty texture.”
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Some of the most renowned hunting writers and conservationists focused on these exact
qualities in their stories. In his story of a turkey hunt in the Datil National Forest in New
Mexico, Aldo Leopold vividly brings the reader into the scene when he tells of the “cold, frosty
dawn,” the “hundreds of robins, bluebirds and pinon jays” and the way his knees were
“wobbling like a reed shaken in the wind” at his first sight of a turkey.

After the story of the shot and the hike back to camp, he presents the reader with a critical
conservation question: “By what device can we prevent the ‘cleaning’ of the hunting grounds?”
With this, Leopold advocates for the importance of game refuges that can maintain an
“irreducible minimum of breeding animals.” He brings us into the moment, enraptured with the
landscape, and then seamlessly convinces us to care about taking action. Leopold, of course,
inspired generations to create conservation areas for the protection of wildlife.

Of all the kinds of stories I know, hunting stories are perhaps most suited to capture and
portray the color, flavor and grit of the magnificent landscapes we experience. We all want to
tell a good story, to captivate and entertain our audiences, and to pass on the most important
lessons we feel we have learned through our experiences. When told well, those stories can
help us encourage the public to care about conservation by connecting them to wildlife and
wild places. So to other hunters out there, I say, tell your story. Tell it well and tell it
meaningfully. And then listen.

Paul McCarney has a PhD in Environmental Studies; his thesis examined the social and ecological
dimensions of wildlife research and management in the Arctic. McCarney lives in Nain, Labrador,
where he is creating a marine management and conservation plan for Nunatsiavut called Imappivut.
This article first appeared in Landscapes & Letters, a space created by McCarney to discuss issues and
experiences in hunting and conservation.

Banner Image: Resting on the Mountain - © Michael Ireland - stock.adobe.com
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What is ‘Ethical Fair-Chase Hunting’?
For starters, it’s a worthy dinner-table topic
By Silvio Calabi
READ TIME 5 MINUTES
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What constitutes the sportsmanlike pursuit of game? Is fair chase still fair? How do we explain
hunting ethics, and ourselves, to the general public?
As people become ever more removed from nature, hunting comes under ever greater
disfavor. Everyone wants to protect wildlife, and to many people hunting doesn’t make sense as
a conservation tool—save animals by killing them? Anti-hunters have made up their minds, but
they are still outnumbered by non-hunters and it is they who especially require hunters’
attention and respect. A dinner-table discussion of hunting can cover a lot of ground, from the
benefits of wild meat (versus mass-market meat and how it is “processed” in industrial
slaughterhouses) to the predator-prey relationship and the distinction between an individual
animal and an entire species. Eventually we get to fair chase. This cheers everyone up—we all
want things to be “fair”—but what does it mean?

The Boone and Crockett Club, founded in 1887 by Theodore Roosevelt and named for youknow-who, was the seedbed for much that is laudable in conservation: America’s national
parks, its forest service, wildlife refuges and preserves, and ultimately the North American
Model of Wildlife Conservation. (A worthy topic itself.) The Boone and Crockett Club is still
going strong today, and it defines fair chase as “the ethical, sportsmanlike, and lawful pursuit
and taking of any free-ranging wild, big game animal in a manner that does not give the hunter
an improper or unfair advantage over the game animals.”

Has hunting gear become too good?
But hunters have a tremendously unfair advantage, don’t they? Many people believe that
hunting means stepping outside and firing a gun in the general direction of an animal, then
snapping a Facebook selfie and loading it into a pickup truck. TV hunting shows get the job
done in 22 minutes. What’s fair about this? How much actual “chasing” is involved? We have
much more to explain across the dinner table than just “if it pays, it stays.” Otherwise, aren’t we
just butchers?
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Exactly when B&C was founded, in the late 1880s, smokeless gunpowder appeared. Soon
motorcars and trucks replaced horses and oxen on safari, and airplanes were sent out to spot
game. Hunters adopted binoculars, telescopic sights and self-loading rifles with multi-shot
magazines.

All of this would have amazed the old boys who hunted ivory with massive blackpowder rifles
of limited range and brain-scrambling recoil, or deer with long-barreled caplocks. The hide
hunters who nearly wiped out the American bison—one long, high-arching shot at a time—
would have finished the job decades earlier with such gear. What would Hemingway and Ruark
have made of the Global Positioning System, laser rangefinders, drones, smartphones and
Internet apps that generate “firing solutions”? What would TR himself have thought of hunting
rifles and cartridges that can ring the gong at a thousand yards all day long? Still fair?

In truth, they might have said Yes, I’ll have some of that! But, as Field & Stream wondered, on its
August-September cover, “Have we gone too far?” The editors were referring to Long Range
Madness, the fad for shooting (at) game animals in the next postal code, but it’s the same
question: Given our technological advances, what now constitutes “ethical, sportsmanlike
pursuit” of game?

Wild vs. free vs. pen-raised
Think about “free-ranging”: A thousand years ago, European aristocrats figured out how to
take the labor our of la chasse: Let the serfs do the tiresome scouting and walking! Royal hunts
became monumental slaughters that vacuumed up everything in their path and sometimes
pushed animals against fences or into water, so that even the most feckless princeling couldn’t
miss. This is what Boone and Crockett (the club, not Dan’l and Davy) wanted to prevent—but
today, whether we hunt whitetail in New England, boar in the Black Forest, stag in Patagonia or
eland in Namibia, somewhere out there, there’s a fence. How “free” is free-ranging?
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For that matter, how wild is “wild”? In Texas, deer have been selectively bred for trophy antlers
for decades and the same thing has been going on in South Africa with 50-inch Cape buffalo.
Ranches in New Zealand have created red deer the size of elk and elk the size of moose. And
many of these animals come running at the sound of a mechanical feeder.

We can assure our dinner guests that, if the fence is distant enough (and the animal belongs to
a self-sustaining population), it doesn’t matter; and that a purpose-bred animal with a price tag
hanging from one ear is not wild game. We can add that some hunters step back in time by
picking up a bow or muzzle-loader. Technology has improved them, too, but a laser-sighted
compound bow with a release and carbon-fiber arrows remains a close-range weapon; that’s
also relatively true of an in-line muzzle-loading rifle firing spire-point bullets. (A few heroes still
use wooden longbows and Kentucky-style flintlocks, and there’s a fellow on YouTube who
hunts big game with a spear. Notable exceptions, all of them.)

Fair chase, by law & custom
Today’s game laws reinforce fair chase. It’s illegal to shoot from a vehicle. It’s illegal to shoot
after dark (usually). Bait, electronic calls, lights, high-capacity magazines, machine guns,
explosives and so on are generally banned. All good, but the B&C Club simply asks us to
“harvest . . . individual animals in a manner that conserves, protects, and perpetuates the
hunted population.” Who could disagree? Now let’s consider the ethics of killing a game animal.
Ethics are moral principles that set right from wrong. Let me quote Boone and Crockett again:

The hunter engages in a one-to-one relationship with the quarry and his or her hunting
should be guided by a hierarchy of ethics related to hunting, which includes the following
principles. The Fair Chase hunter:
1. Knows and obeys the law and insists others do as well.
2. Understands that it is not only about just what is legal, but also what is honorable and
ethical.
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3. Defines “unfair advantage” as when the game does not have reasonable chance of
escape.
4. Cares about and respects all wildlife and the ecosystems that support them, which
includes making full use of game animals taken.
5. Measures success not in the quantity of game taken, but by the quality of the chase.
6. Embraces the “no guarantees” nature of hunting.
7. Uses technology in a way that does not diminish the importance of developing skills
as a hunter or reduces hunting to just shooting.
8. Knows his or her limitations and stretches the stalk, not the shot.
9. Takes pride in the decisions he or she makes in the field and takes full responsibility
for his or her actions.

Despite the best efforts of the law and the B&C Club, and hunting organizations around the
world, fair chase remains like pornography: We may not be able to define it exactly, but we
know it when we see it. We have to know how to describe and defend it, too.

It is hunters who have changed the most
Hunters used to be notoriously conservative. Every advancement, from percussion caps to
smokeless powder by way of pinfire ignition, and from single-shots to lever-actions to semiautos, was regarded with suspicion. Now we embrace the new because it’s easier; very few of
us still have to kill animals to feed or protect ourselves, but we’ve become exceedingly resultsoriented. If we plan and practice for a year, train at the gym, take a precious week off from
work, travel across the world and spend a month’s pay and don’t come home with a trophy . . .
did we go hunting? Or did we just fail? We say, “I want to shoot a [fill in the blank]”—not “I want
to hunt a [blank].” There’s a difference.

To illustrate the difference, we might quote Klaus Hackländer, who wrote “Hunting and
Science in Austria,” in this issue. To ensure the survival of hunting itself, he believes the modern
hunter must be motivated by “a deep love for wild spaces and wildlife, the ever-new and
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exhilarating participation in nature, and by contributing to habitat and wildlife conservation
for generations to come.”

To this let’s add, “and we must communicate this, credibly and effectively, to the world at
large”—or at least to our family and friends around the table.

Silvio Calabi is Co-Editor of Conservation Frontlines.
Banner photo: A stalking party glasses an animal. Is fair chase still “fair” with modern hunting gear?
Silvio Calabi photo
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Collared Elephant Killed in Botswana’s Controlled
Hunting Area NG3
By Editorial Team

READ TIME 4 MINUTES
During a legal and licensed elephant hunt in Controlled Hunting Area NG3 on November 24, a
collared elephant bull was killed by a Botswana citizen accompanied by licensed professional hunters.
The Botswana Government issued a media release on the incident, followed by an official statement
of the Botswana Wildlife Producers Association.

December 12 Media Release of the Botswana Government
The Ministry of Environment, Natural Resources Conservation and
Tourism has received reports that a collared male elephant was shot
and killed on November 24, 2019 in controlled hunting area NG3.
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The controlled hunting area in where the animal was hunted was issued with an elephanthunting quota and the license to hunt was obtained from the Department of Wildlife and
National Parks.

Michael Lee Potter, a professional hunter and Sean Michael Sharp, a citizen hunting license
holder claimed to have encountered several bull elephants in thick bushes north of Dobe
Border Post.

They allege that one of the bulls approached them and they shot at it. The professional hunter
claimed that the collar was not visible as the elephant was in a full-frontal position. Once the
animal was down, they realized it had a collar on it placed for research purposes.

In accordance with our hunting guidelines, the Department of Wildlife and National Parks
officer also escorted the hunting group.

Although this was a legal hunt, the killing of the collared elephant is regrettable, and
investigations by the Department of Wildlife and National Parks are at an advanced stage with
a view to understanding exactly what transpired.

We do not condone the shooting of collared animals and will take all the necessary measures
to ensure that this does not occur again.

Killing of collard animals is not permitted under any circumstances and appropriate measures
shall be taken against transgressors including revocation of their licenses. We urge hunters to
adhere to the hunting guidelines, their code of conduct and ensure that ethical hunting is
practiced at all times.
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Statement of the Botswana Wildlife Producers Association on citizen hunt of collared elephant
The Botswana Wildlife Producers Association BWPA confirms that a citizen hunt, allocated on
a Single Game License issued by the Department of Wildlife &
National Parks, took place in CHA NG3 in November 2019 and
involved an elephant collared by a Botswana Research Group
with a tracking device. Instead of following the correct
procedure of report and return, the tracking device was
allegedly removed by the hunter and attempts were made to
destroy it. The citizen hunt involved two licensed professional
hunters, one of whom is a BWPA PH member.

The BWPA supports conservation related research and promotes co-operation with wildlife
researchers in Botswana. We therefore strongly condemn hunting of any collared animals
except where it is part of a utilization monitoring impact study, and considers such action as a
breach of its Code of Conduct. Whereby we acknowledge that a mistake can be made, we are
concerned about poor ethics in breaking procedure and as in this case, trying to destroy the
tracking device.

The BWPA facilitated a meeting between the Professional Hunters and the Research Group
involved. Full compensation costs of replacement and fitting the tracking device has been
confirmed.

An investigation by DWNP is ongoing and disciplinary processes are being considered by the
BWPA.

In the meantime, the two professional hunters concerned voluntarily surrendered their
professional hunter’s licenses to the Department of Wildlife & National Parks on 13 December
2019, with a statement taking full responsibility for the incident and apologizing to the
Botswana Government and stakeholders for their actions.
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The BWPA acknowledges the apology and the voluntary surrendering of their professional
hunter’s licenses. The statement accepts responsibility for breaking the Code of Ethical
Conduct and regret for reputational damage to Botswana and the industry. Throughout the
process, the professional hunters concerned have co-operated with official enquiries and have
shown full commitment to restoring ongoing research activities.

We deeply regret the incident and assure the public that the BWPA is committed to ethical and
controlled hunting supporting community beneficiation and conservation based sustainable
utilization of natural resources in Botswana.

Dated December 13, 2019 and signed by Basimane Masire, Chairman of the Botswana Wildlife
Producers Association BWPA

______________________

The Botswana Wildlife Producers Association BWPA, a member of the Operators and Professional
Hunting Associations of Africa OPHAA, is an association of stakeholders with the conservation and
management of Botswana’s wildlife as its focus, including sustainable utilization of natural resources
through a process of responsible and ethical management options. The BWPA code of conduct
embraces the disciplined, ethical and legislated means to participate in, co-operate with and benefit
from sustainable and controlled hunting activities in Botswana.

Banner Image: Jeff Crane photo
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Hunting and Science in Austria
A Symbiotic Relationship
By Klaus Hackländer

READ TIME 6 MINUTES
Since the 1970s, in an exemplary cooperation between practical field work and research-based
studies, hunters in Austria have worked closely with their country’s scientific institutions.

Austria is a country with 8.3 million inhabitants, covering an area of 83,858 square kilometers
(32,378 square miles). Fully 98% of this area is used for hunting by some 130,000 people who
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hold a mandatory hunting license. They are organized into nine federal state hunting
federations, which represent nearly 100% of Austrian hunters1.

The cooperation between hunters and scientific institutions in Austria has steadily improved
since the first attempts at collaboration were made in the 1970s. The ensuing mutual
dependence led to a symbiotic alliance between hunters and wildlife scientists that has
benefitted biodiversity and wildlife management at all levels.

The alliance functions bottom-up: Hunters provide valuable field information to scientists at
national institutions, who then work with these hunter-provided data and observations to
make wildlife management recommendations—which, ironically, are sometimes difficult for
hunters to digest, since they may run contrary to popular or traditional beliefs.

Austria’s hunters are increasingly aware of their responsibilities and many of them show a
great interest in raising their standards even further for the benefit of rural landscapes and
wildlife. This is true at every level, for amateur hunters, professional hunters, game wardens
and office-holders in the hunting associations.

Hunters in Austria have one clear objective: a healthy ecosystem inhabited by sustainable
wildlife populations. For this reason, our hunter are very sensitive and acute observers. They
are at the environmental front lines and can recognize even subtle ecological changes quickly.
They function as an early warning system, often providing key impetus for research.

Austria’s official custodians of hunting—professionals for whom hunting is a paid, full-time
vocation and the regional and national officials of the hunting federations—continually strive
to improve their knowledge of wildlife management. For ordinary, amateur hunters there is
1

The exception is the state of Vorarlberg, where hunters are organized in a private association, not a

public entity as in the other Austrian states. As a consequence, not all hunters in Vorarlberg are members
of the association, whereas all hunters in the other Austrian states are mandated members of their public
entities.
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currently no mandatory further education once they have passed the official test for their first
hunting license2, but the readiness of hunters to continue their education is increasing.

Austria offers excellent opportunities for such ongoing hunter training and education. For one,
the regional hunting associations publish excellent journals, which offer a wide array of
scientific and practical articles relating to all aspects of hunting and nature management.

Every year, there are also professional meetings and educational conferences that address
wildlife science and hunting. For example, the Jägertagung, or Hunters’ Congress, in Aigen, has
been a highlight for wildlife scientists, hunting association officials, field practitioners and
hunters for the past 25 years—regularly drawing more than 800 participants. The first Small
Game Summit, held recently in Lower Austria, tackled the thorny issues around the
conservation of game such as wild hares and partridges—two species that are currently among
the losers in increasingly de-naturalized agricultural lands.

Austria has become an international leader in developing the concepts and assessment tools
for sustainable natural-resource management for hunting. With broad stakeholder
participation, we have been able to define the ecological, economic and socio-cultural
principles, criteria and indicators as markers of sustainable hunting. An integrated
performance scale enables hunters to self-assess the sustainability of their own individual
hunting practices. This in turn provides guidance, and lets hunters monitor the effectiveness of

To obtain their first hunting license, prospective hunters undergo a structured four-months-long training
period with theoretical and practical components. In the final test, they must prove their knowledge of
hunting laws and regulations, including the fundamental provisions of natural, animal, environmental and
forestry law; the safe handling of hunting weapons and ammunition; the characteristics and natural
2

histories of native wild animals; the conservation of wildlife and interactions between wildlife and the
environment; hunting traditions and customs; the keeping and handling of hunting dogs; the handling and
processing of harvested game; the basics concepts of ecology, agriculture and forestry; and First Aid. About
one-third of new hunters in Austria are women.
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their management and pinpoint deficiencies. These concepts are adaptable to specific regional
conditions and hunting systems, and can be applied regionally and nationally 3.

Last but not least, Austria is the only country worldwide that offers tertiary academic hunter
education. At BOKU, Vienna’s University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, a hunter can
study for what might be called a BH, a Bachelor’s Degree in hunting (in German, the
Akademische Jagdwirt). Each year for the past 10 years, 20 men and women have earned this
coveted title 4. It’s a demanding curriculum: four full semesters of high-quality, innovative
academic courses on the complex interplay between hunting and sustainable land use, wildlife
biology, economics and socio-political factors, complemented with technical and practical
work. The graduates are well equipped to act as influencers and opinion leaders for the future
of sustainable hunting.

Hunters, members of the Farmers' Union (or the Chamber of Agriculture) and public and
private forest owners in Austria have one overriding common interest: the wise and
sustainable use of nature by the present generation in order to bequeath an intact
environment to the next generation. Cooperation to solve controversial issues calls for
professionalism and understanding of each other’s priorities, leading to sensible, open-ended
discussions of common ground, differences and challenges.

Hot topics in Austria today of course include climate change, but also the return of species
(such as the wolf) to our modified landscapes. Another controversial issue is damage by wildlife
to agriculture and forestry. Farmers in particular fear the transmission of wildlife diseases,
such as African swine fever, to domestic stock. The close cooperation of the wildlife sector is
therefore particularly important.

See also in the Conservation Frontlines Library: “Principles, Criteria and Indicators of Sustainable Hunting;
Assessment of Hunting Areas and Methods” with numerous articles and papers on this topic.
3

Access full text pdfs (in German) of the final papers of the graduates at http://www.jagdwirt.at/
abschlussarbeiten
4
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Many wildlife species should (and need to) be hunted, but there are also some game that, due
to specific circumstances, sometimes should not be hunted. This is a fluid continuum and may
vary depending on regional and local conditions. The best example right now involves the
management of our resurgent wolf and other carnivore populations.

When it comes to public relations, however, our hunters and their organizations often fall
short of their potential. They should continually strive to improve interactions with the nonhunting public, to better communicate the environmental achievements of hunters and the use
of science to support hunters’ actions in the field. This is essential to counter the anti-hunting
pressure from some parts of society.

In any case, to ensure that they do not mutate into vicarious agents of the Zeitgeist, hunters
have to build more and enduring bridges toward non-hunters. Hunters must offer detailed
explanations of what they do, underpinned with clear arguments and data. The hunters’ main
objective is the conservation of habitats and wildlife. In a man-made, highly cultural
environment—as in Austria and other European states—the most effective tools are
regulations that best complement the interest of the agricultural and forestry sectors.

A last word regarding the constant advances in hunting equipment: We should thoroughly
weigh the advantages of technical progress against the essence of ethical hunting practices.
Hunting, as we know and love it, embodies far more than effective wildlife management. For
the overwhelming majority of our hunters, their passion is not rooted in the use of new and
sophisticated gear; it comes rather from a deep love for wild spaces and wildlife, from an evernew and exhilarating participatory experience of nature, and from contributing to habitat and
wildlife conservation for generations to come.

____________________
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Dr. Klaus Hackländer is a wildlife biologist and professor of game management at the University of
Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences in Vienna. Since 2017, he is also the president of the
Applied Science Division of the International Council for Game and Wildlife Conservation, CIC.

Banner Image: The cliché of the old male hunter has long since disappeared in Austria. Hunting here
is getting decidedly younger and more female. Jagdfakten.at photo
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Trophy Hunting
A Plea to Appreciate That Not All is Black & White
By Paolo Strampelli

READ TIME 14 MINUTES
This article, by a non-hunting research scientist who works in Tanzania, adds a voice of reason to the
overheating debate on trophy hunting. Strampelli makes convincing arguments for a more nuanced
approach by hunters, non-hunters and anti-hunters alike.
Recently, the UK Government stated it would consider banning the import of trophies from
hunted animals in Africa. This decision, a brief Internet search reveals, has been celebrated by
animal-rights groups.

I am a conservation biologist specializing in large African carnivores such as lions, leopards and
cheetahs. As a result of a childhood passion for wildlife and wild places, I decided to pursue a
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career studying and protecting these species in their threatened and ever-shrinking habitats.
Given my background, you might imagine that I am not overly fond of the idea of shooting such
wildlife—and you’d be correct. The idea of hunting an animal, especially one most of us
consider so beautiful and so worthy of celebration, is not one that I personally understand. As a
result, I have never hunted anything or even fired a gun. I also have never received any funding
or support from hunters or hunting organizations, and trophy hunting brings me no personal
benefit whatsoever.

What you might not imagine is that I believe an abrupt end to all trophy hunting in Africa, as
advocated by many animal-rights groups, could pose an extremely serious threat to many
populations of African wildlife.

I would therefore like to try to explain why someone might be against banning trophy hunting
in Africa without necessarily being a hunter or profiting in any way from the practice. My goal
is to try to convince you that it is possible to hold such an opinion in good faith and that, in
certain situations, it might actually be the opinion you should hold if you really care about
preserving these animals for future generations.

Before I explain my reasoning, I first want to take a moment to stress a point that I believe has
been lacking from debates surrounding trophy hunting: that is, the huge geographical variation
in how trophy hunting is practiced and managed across Africa. Hunting for trophies actually
takes place all over the world, including in the UK and the US, but I will focus on Africa here.

Africa is roughly three times the size of Europe and trophy hunting takes place in countries
across all parts of sub-Saharan Africa. It is therefore important to acknowledge that what
might be true regarding trophy hunting in, say, Ethiopia might not be applicable 3,000
kilometers away in Zimbabwe. I believe this is rarely appreciated, and it leads both sides of the
hunting argument to be unable to relate to the other as a result of their varying experiences on
the ground.
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So, having said this, I want to present one country as a case study and state why, at least here, I
believe that working to end trophy hunting right now could be the last thing we want to do.
While I realize that in the UK we are talking about an import ban, not a hunting ban (which
would of course be at the discretion of the country where the hunting is happening), this has
the same intention of undermining the hunting industry that a ban would.

Nonetheless, the aim of this piece is not to argue whether or not trophy hunters are effective
at sustainably managing protected areas, or if hunting leads to benefits for local communities
(spoiler alert: sometimes it does, sometimes it doesn’t) or try to convince you that hunting is all
good or all bad. Rather, I want to use this example to explain why the issue of trophy hunting is
not as black and white as it might seem, and why some people who are dedicating their lives to
conserving wildlife are so counterintuitively and staunchly taking a stand against stopping all
trophy hunting in Africa. Some of the points I make are relevant to other countries too, others
less so, but that is a debate for another time and not the point of this article. Furthermore, I
want to emphasize that I am talking about “classic” trophy hunting, involving wild animals—not
canned hunting, where animals such as lions are bred exclusively for the purpose of being
hunted.

My doctoral research takes place in Tanzania, in East Africa. You might know the country from
beautiful photos of vast savannahs, where hundreds of thousands of wildebeest slowly migrate
across the iconic plains. What you might not know is that Tanzania is the country with the
highest proportion of protected areas in Africa, covering almost 40% of its land. You might also
not know that the majority of these protected areas are not for photographic tourism but
rather rely on trophy hunting to generate revenue. In fact, more than 250,000 square
kilometers (96,500 sq. mi.) of Tanzania—an area larger than the United Kingdom—are
currently open to trophy hunting and not photographic tourism.
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Hunting operators lease these areas from the government, are assigned an annual number of
animals they can hunt from each species (a quota) and then sell these hunting rights to wealthy
clients, mostly from North America, Europe and the Middle East. As a result of the vast size of
its protected areas dedicated to hunting, as well as its high biological diversity, Tanzania is one
of the most popular trophy hunting destinations in Africa. Tanzania is also believed to hold
Africa’s largest remaining number of wild lions and globally important populations of many
charismatic species such as elephants, giraffes, leopards and cheetahs. Preliminary studies I am
involved in suggest that, in Tanzania, most of the geographic range of these species is not in
photographic reserves but in trophy hunting areas.

Knowing this, I would like now to propose to the reader a thought experiment. Let’s assume
that tomorrow all hunting within Tanzania is stopped. Whether this be due to pressure from
Western donors or because import bans elsewhere make the industry no longer financially
viable, or even through a magical snap of the fingers, doesn’t matter. Tomorrow, we all wake up
to the sound of celebratory trumpets: Trophy hunting in Tanzania is no more!

So, what now? My first guess is that many of you will be thinking: “Easy! Let’s turn these nowex-hunting areas into national parks, for people pointing cameras rather than guns!” And you
wouldn’t be wrong; for wildlife, this would without a doubt be the ideal solution. And, in fact,
there is some good news: Driven in part by a drop in the demand for trophy hunting, the
parliament of Tanzania recently passed a bill stating that up to seven protected areas
previously dedicated to trophy hunting will be transformed into national parks, with only
photographic tourism allowed. This is indeed a fantastic development, which I and all others
supporting conservation have righty celebrated.

Unlike these seven reserves, however, the unfortunate reality is that many of Tanzania’s
hunting areas cannot and will not become photo-tourism destinations once hunters are kicked
out. This is for two main reasons. The first is that many such areas are unsuitable for
photographic tourism. In 2018, I spent seven months carrying out wildlife surveys across five
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hunting areas in Tanzania, one of them the second-largest in the country. Unlike the Serengeti
or other popular tourist destinations, the vast majority of these areas are heavily infested with
tsetse flies, blood-sucking insects that deliver a surprisingly painful bite. So not exactly the
ideal setting for a relaxing holiday.

In addition, hunting areas are mostly not the wide-open plains that are ideal for that once-in-alifetime photo, but rather woodlands, meaning that actually seeing animals can be extremely
challenging. This, coupled with the fact that wildlife densities are also generally relatively low,
since many of these woodland habitats are less biologically productive, means that even if
some valiant masochistic tourist were to brave the flies, they’d be unlikely to see much of the
wildlife they flew halfway across the world for.

Wild Area in southern Tanzania. Paolo Strampell photo

Which leads me to another way in which these areas are not suitable for “ordinary” tourists:
distances. Most hunting areas in Tanzania are in remote parts of the country, reachable from
the main tourist hubs by either 40-hour drives along terrible roads or by splashing a couple of
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thousand pounds on a private flight. This remoteness also leads to considerably higher costs in
operating a safari lodge—which of course will be passed on to the tourist. How many tourists
are going to want to pay thousands of pounds to swat blood-sucking flies and have a sub-par
safari experience when they could be having their dream wildlife holiday for half the price
elsewhere instead? I personally wouldn’t, and I have yet to meet someone who would.

The second reason I believe many of these areas cannot be utilized for photographic tourism is
that the tourist market, although currently growing, is finite. As a result of protecting such vast
areas of land, Tanzania is already struggling to make the majority of its national parks
financially self-sustaining. Adding even more land to manage will only exacerbate the issue, as
the tourism industry will only grow by so much every year.

At this point, you might ask, “But then why do hunters do it? Why do they pay tens of
thousands of dollars to go to these places, if it’s as bad as you say?” Well, because they have to.
Because (for reasons I honestly cannot understand) they really, really want to shoot a lion, or a
buffalo or a leopard. They want to do this so badly that they are willing to travel to these
remote and challenging landscapes—because most of the easily accessible and higher-density
wildlife areas are currently conserved with photo-tourist dollars. As a result, hunters are not
only willing to visit these more remote and unappealing areas, but also to spend tens of
thousands of pounds in doing so, therefore providing these areas with tangible economic value.

Here you might say, “Why must these areas necessarily make a profit? Why always place
financial values on wildlife? Can wilderness not be protected for the sake of wilderness itself?”
Personally, I agree—I think there is a strong inherent value to wilderness, and to wildlife, which
cannot be quantified solely in financial terms.

However, let’s take a step back. Tanzania is roughly four times the size of the UK and, in 1952,
its human population was c. 8 million. Today, Tanzania is home to about 58 million people, and
the UN estimates that by 2100 this will have risen to more than 300 million. Three hundred
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million people in a country where, in 2011, an estimated 49% of people lived on less than
US$1.90 per day (World Bank). In this context, how can we ask the Tanzanian government to
put aside hundreds of thousands of square kilometers of land for wildlife if this is not creating
any financial value to its people—who have the basic human right to improve their lives
through economic and social development? We would not, and have not, done this in Europe
and cannot ask the same of others. The opportunity cost of conserving large tracts of land
solely for wildlife with no financial benefits in a developing country is simply too great. And, as
predicted, over the past year numerous previously protected areas in Tanzania were degazetted by the Government and allocated to villages for agriculture and development.

There would be one more option: What about providing financial incentives to conserve these
areas in a way that does not involve having to kill a small proportion (that’s all it is) of their
species? Maybe through wealthy donors or conservation NGOs themselves leasing the hunting
blocks, therefore ensuring these areas retain their value without having to kill anything? And
my answer would be—yes, absolutely. That is a great idea, and there is no good reason why it
should not be implemented.

Lion poisoned following conflict with local people. Paolo Strampelli photo
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But we are not doing this, are we? Nobody who is currently campaigning to stop trophy
hunting has done this. Nobody has provided tangible solutions. If tomorrow a billionaire said
they would provide Tanzania with the equivalent financial benefit gained from leasing these
areas to hunting operators, and invest the same resources that hunting operators are legally
required to in the management of the reserve, almost no one would oppose it. I certainly
wouldn’t, none of my colleagues would and the Government of Tanzania wouldn’t, either—it
would be a complete win for all of us, and for wildlife.

But, with the notable exception of American billionaire Paul Tudor Jones5 —who has done
exactly this in Grumeti Game Reserve in northern Tanzania—nobody else is stepping up to
make this happen. Right now, the only ones willing to provide value to much of this land are
hunters. If anybody reading this has a few hundred million pounds to spare and would like to
dedicate them to protecting these last pockets of remote wilderness in our overly sanitized
world, please let me know. You will find no opposition, only help from those like us who are
trying to find solutions. Anti-hunting proponents should put their money where their mouth is,
bringing real solutions rather than sabotaging existing conservation mechanisms because they
don’t fit their narrative.

So is trophy hunting the answer? Not necessarily, and most certainly not always. Let me be
clear: Trophy hunting should not take place where it is bringing an objective detriment to a
population, and most definitely should not target species that are locally threatened and of
which only a handful of individuals remain.

5

Editor’s Note: Read the speech of Paul Tudor Jones II, Founder and Chairman of Tudor Investment

Corporation, “The Business of Conservation” in the February 2015 issue of African Indaba and republished
in this issue of Conservation Frontlines. Dr. Jones said in this speech “But another form of tourism that
generates a significant amount of revenue is hunting, and for those who are bitterly opposed to all forms of
hunting, I ask you to hark back to E.O. Wilson’s line about a greater independence of thought”.
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However, hunting is one possible tool to assign immediate, tangible value to wildlife, and one
which we unfortunately do not currently have the luxury of demonizing in principle. Hunting
should therefore be treated as such, with the caveat of being less desirable than other
alternatives—when these are available.

Am I arguing that we shall give carte blanche to hunters? Absolutely not. Both within Tanzania
and elsewhere, there has been evidence of malpractice and over-hunting in the past, and all
efforts should be made to ensure hunting is carried out sustainably and in such a way that it
provides considerable financial benefits to the communities living around these protected
areas. Trophy hunting should be tolerated and adopted as a conservation strategy if, and only if,
no better viable alternatives exist for humans and wildlife for that area at that time—as I
believe is currently the case in some places. Even then, resources should be invested in
ensuring that any hunting is carried out in the most sustainable and humane way possible and,
in the longer term, in developing mechanisms that will, we hope, enable us to bring value to
threatened species without having to resort to hunting, such as has happened in Grumeti6.

What if, after all this, you still believe that, no matter the context, it is always wrong to kill
something for pleasure and that trophy hunting should always be prohibited on this principle?
While this is a valid ethical stance (assuming you’re vegan, of course), the unfortunate reality is
that what is best for an individual animal is not necessarily what is best for the species as a
whole.

While I, as a conservation biologist, of course care about the welfare of individuals, my main
priority will always have to be the long-term survival of the population. Both I and other
conservation biologists who have spent time on the ground learning about the issues, and who

Editor’s Note: Read about the translocation of nine black rhino in 2019 from South Africa’s privately run
Thaba Tholo game ranch to the Grumeti Conservation Area. At Thaba Tholo, game populations are
managed through live capture and limited hunting.
6
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share these views, care deeply about wildlife. Our main interest is to try to ensure that policy
decisions help provide threatened populations with the best long-term chance of survival.

We have seen what happens when wildlife has no value: Millions of acres of wild land can be
lost in the space of a few years; and within months, farms and cattle take the place of wildlife
that has been there since the dawn of man. More lions can be poisoned or killed in retaliation
for livestock losses in one location in a month than are killed through trophy hunting across the
whole country in one year. 7

So please: Inform yourselves and debate, but do keep an open mind. Most of us arguing against
trophy-import or hunting bans are not arguing against banning trophy hunting in principle—we
argue against banning trophy hunting without a plan for how to better protect these areas. As I
mentioned earlier, the situation will be different in different countries, and in certain contexts
hunting bans or restrictions might have positive impacts on wildlife populations, as they have
in some places in the past. However, this will not always be the case, and it’s important to
appreciate this and make decisions on a case-by-case basis. Otherwise, as Dr. Amy Dickman,
director of the Ruaha Carnivore Project, succinctly put it8, “Trophy hunting is decried as
immoral, and I personally dislike it. However, undermining it without implementing better
solutions will increase horrible, unregulated killings, undermine local decision-making about
wildlife use, reduce wildlife revenue, increase habitat and biodiversity loss, and leave the world
far poorer for all our children. I deeply believe that is far more immoral.”

Based on my years of work in both hunting and non-hunting areas, it is my firm belief that if we
were to stop all hunting immediately, we would soon have considerably less wildlife in Africa
than we do today.

7

Editor’s Note: Read Catherine E. Semcer’s article “Conservationists Should Support Trophy Hunting”

Editor’s Note: see https://www.conservationfrontlines.org/2019/10/trophy-hunting-bans-imperilbiodiversity/
8
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__________________

Paolo Strampelli is a final-year PhD student with the Ruaha Carnivore Project in Tanzania and the
Wildlife Conservation Research Unit at Oxford University. He specialises in large African carnivore
research and conservation and has worked on this in Mozambique, Malawi and Tanzania. He
currently investigates the status and special ecology of, and threats to, lions, leopards, wild dogs,
cheetahs and hyaenas in the Ruaha-Rungwa conservation landscape in southern Tanzania. His
twitter handle is @Strampelli.

This article was first published in Dr. Mark Avery’s blog “Standing Up For Nature.” It is republished
here with the permission of Dr. Avery and Paolo Strampelli.

Banner Image: Lions in Ruaha, Tanzania. Paolo Strampelli photo
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The Business of Conservation
By Paul Tudor Jones II

READ TIME 12 MINUTES
On 25 November 2014, Paul Tudor Jones II delivered the second Andrew Carnegie Lecture at the
University of Glasgow. Here are extracts of his lecture and observations. During a time of overheating
controversy about the “right” approaches to conservation, his remarks focus on solutions, which are as
valid today as they were five years ago.
Every year, 12 million hectares of land are lost to drought and desertification at the
breathtaking rate of 23 hectares per minute.

The list of species to have gone extinct in just the past 10 years includes the golden toad of
Costa Rica, the Baiji dolphin of the Yangtze River, the Pyrenean ibex of Spain and the West
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African black rhino. According to [the International Union for Conservation of Nature], more
than 17,000 species on this earth are endangered. That includes 21% of all known mammals,
30% of all known amphibians, 12% of all known birds and 28% of all known reptiles.

All of this environmental depredation is the result of one species—Homo sapiens. Our impact on
our world is so great that a growing number of scientists have signed onto the proposal to
christen a new geological epoch. Their name for that epoch? The Anthropocene.

For over a century, we have had hundreds of thousands of people from all walks of life actively
engaged in the conservation movement—scientists, naturalists, government officials,
philanthropists and a multitude of passionate and committed individuals, many of whom go to
heroic lengths.

But there is one group of people that has been conspicuously absent from much of our
conservation, a group that we need now, and that is investors. Now I know that placing
“investor” and “conservation” in the same sentence will cause some to recoil. But tonight I will
propose a few options that might be considered controversial, so let me point to something I
read recently by the great biologist and naturalist, E.O. Wilson.

First, let me say to all scientists present tonight, especially biologists, I’m well aware of the
bitter fight in biology over Wilson’s new understanding of evolution, and on that battle I am
agnostic and therefore neutral. . . . But to me, more than anything else, E.O. Wilson is the guy
who coined the beautiful term and concept of “biophilia,” which literally means “love of life or
living systems.”

We need to be open to involving investors in the conservation movement for two reasons.
First, the movement needs money. Second, the investors have it. [In 2013] Credit Suisse and
the World Wildlife Fund commissioned a joint study on Conservation Finance. [Here] are the
two main takeaways from that study:
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1. Private conservation funding worldwide needs to be $200 billion to $300 billion per
year, which is 20 to 30 times more money per year than it’s currently getting.
2. That number, while sounding enormous, is very achievable, as it corresponds to about
1% of total private sector annual investments globally.

There are three main segments of investors. First are the High Net Worth and Ultra High Net
Worth folks. Next are the Retail Investors, and last come the Institutional Investors. That first
group, the High Net Worth folks—studies show that these investors are open to putting
anywhere from 2% to 5% of their total assets in “impact investing.” Right now, the bankable
assets of these folks [are] $46 trillion. That asset base is projected to grow at 8% over the next
years.

If 1% of that were allocated to conservation finance, there’s your first $85 billion.

That second group, the Retail Investors: Their current personal financial assets are around $53
trillion and growing at 2% per year. If one percent of those assets were allocated to
conservation finance, we’re talking $65 billion a year.

Last, the Institutional Investors. They’re at about $62 trillion and projected to grow at 5% per
year. One percent of that is $90 billion.

Eighty-five billion dollars plus $65 billion plus $90 billion is $240 billion. Per year. Average.

There are obstacles to raising over $200 billion in capital for conservation finance, but one of
them is not that the money isn’t there. Global portfolio managers and asset managers need to
start thinking in the direction of conservation finance so that they can advise their investors in
that direction. But in order for those managers to do that, there need to be scalable and
investable conservation projects available.
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To illustrate these projects, I’m going to get specific and I’m going to focus on sub-Saharan
Africa. . . . [First], the money’s not there; 78% of all current conservation finance is generated in
developed countries and 59% of it is spent there. Second, unstable governments are bad for
the environment. . . . [The] correlation between corruption levels and the destruction of wildlife
is direct. Where governance is strong, conservation is possible, no matter the challenge; but
where governance is weak, the privatization of conservation could well be the only hope.

And the industry I’m going to focus on is tourism. I can speak to the topic with some familiarity,
as I operate 13 lodges in three African countries. In addition, tourism is already one of the top
five export categories for 83% of all developing nations. The potential is massive.
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Protected Areas in Africa in the World Database on Protected Areas. Protected areas reported as points are not
included in this map although they were considered for analyses (source: IUCN and UNEP-WCMC 2015).

According to [IUCN], right now, in Africa, there are 1,200 formal protected areas. Many of
these areas are imperfect, but they are the last representations of natural habitat on the
continent. Preserving and even expanding these areas is what the conservation fight in Africa
is about.

There are basically four key categories of threat to the environment in Africa.
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The first threat is the demand for high-value wildlife products such as rhino horns and elephant
tusks. This is all about poaching for top-dollar products.

The second threat is one of energy. Across Africa, many people are dependent upon firewood
and charcoal for cooking and heating. Ninety percent of all wood consumed is used for wood
fuel and charcoal, [which] leads to a depredation of forests and parks and also an annual
revenue loss in African countries of approximately $2 billion.

The third threat is the demand for protein such as bushmeat, which is a generic term for any
animal shot or harvested in the wild. This demand is twofold: First, many people living at
subsistence levels in rural areas require the meat to keep from starving. Second, these same
people, with little economic opportunity, turn to bushmeat hunting because they can sell the
meat for consumption in urban areas.

And the fourth threat is the sheer demand for land, either for agricultural purposes or living
space or natural resources.

In other words, these natural habitats are threatened because their economic value is based on
unsustainable use. To preserve them and protect them, their economic value needs to be
transformed to a sustainable use. Tourism can be, and has been, one of those modes of
transformation.

The direct contribution of travel and tourism to GDP in Sub-Saharan Africa in 2012 was $36
billion. That’s projected to rise to $61 billion by 2023. Tourism directly supported five and a
half million jobs, and that will be almost 7 million in 10 years. When you include jobs indirectly
supported by the industry, the number climbs to over 13 million now and 17 million by 2023.

If we can develop more scalable conservation finance projects in tourism that can be replicated
and whose success can be measured, asset managers can then persuade investors to rally
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around conservation finance, and those numbers can rise, and that is key because tourism in
Africa is all about conservation.

A non-profit group called African Parks works with governments to rehabilitate national parks
and ultimately make them profitable through tourism. It started with parks in Malawi and
Zambia. [In 2014 it] operated seven parks and looks to operate 20 in six years. Its park in
Malawi spans 70,000 hectares [173,000 acres] and, in six years, has been restocked with an
array of wildlife that had all but disappeared. Employment has risen from 10 people to over
150 permanent jobs with an additional 100 people employed in a temporary capacity. Visitor
numbers have grown from 0 to over 7,000 each year. Three different tourism operations have
been established, each employing additional people. It is a transformation from a consumption
economy, with environmental disaster as the inevitable end point, to a conservation economy,
which is sustainable.

In Botswana, tourism revenues have grown from $300 million in the 1990s to $3 billion today,
and approximately 40% of the country is under some type of wildlife protection. In Tanzania, in
2012, the contribution of tourism dollars to the national economy was 13.2% of the GDP.
Many of these tourism dollars are coming from wildlife watching and photographic safaris.

But another form of tourism that generates a significant amount of revenue is hunting, and for
those who are bitterly opposed to all forms of hunting, I ask you to hark back to E.O. Wilson’s
line about a greater independence of thought.

Photographic tourism is great in places where large animals roam and the scenery is
spellbinding, but that’s not always the case in Africa. In places where landscape and wildlife are
mundane, trophy hunting is the better land-use option. Resource economist Jon Barnes
confirmed this with a detailed analysis. He concluded that, for the sake of wildlife in large areas
of Botswana, a ban on consumptive use such as hunting “would seriously jeopardize wildlife
conservation.”
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Here’s why that’s the case: Governments have to justify all use of the land in economic terms. If
trophy hunting is not available to some communities, then their alternative is raising livestock,
which takes a heavy toll on land and water resources. So it really does make more sense to lose
an individual animal of an individual species now and then, rather than risk losing an entire
ecosystem. Other stakeholders agree.

Wilderness Safaris, a leading photo-tourism operator, has a position paper on trophy hunting,
stating in effect that ecotourism on its own cannot ensure the conservation of Africa as a
whole and that hunting has been vital in mainstream destinations like South Africa and lessmainstream destinations like Central African Republic or Burkina Faso.

In South Africa, game farms have literally changed the landscape. In 2002, there were fewer
than 5,000. [In 2014], there were over 12,000. Those farms generate revenue in various ways,
ranging from ecotourism to the sale of live animals, but hunting makes the most money by far.
And it’s been good for the ecosystem. [In 2014], there were 20,900 white rhinos in the country,
more than in all the rest of Africa. And the wildlife population has gone from 575,000 [animals]
in 1966 to 18.6 million [in 2014].

None of this would come as news to Teddy Roosevelt, one of the fathers of the conservation
movement, as well as an avid hunter and fisherman like myself. After he left the White House,
he toured Africa and recorded his experiences in his book African Game Trails. In it, he argues
for a program of game reserves set aside for hunting in order to preserve animals.

It stands to reason: If the long-term survival of an animal means the long-term financial
sustenance of a community, then that animal will likely survive. The hunting industry has its
flaws and failures. The goal must be to establish a tourism that benefits the communities living
with these animals in a way that is ethical and sustainable.
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But it’s not just about hunting or even eco-tourism. There are a lot of innovative, private
economic projects around conservation in Africa.

In Kenya, the Northern Rangelands Trust is pioneering a community project. It’s establishing a
slaughterhouse for local farmers and herders; they can fatten and process their cattle in order
to sell for top dollar in the city; in return, they have to participate in conservation work, such as
planting trees. In Namibia, 6.5 million hectares [16 million acres] of its land [were in 2014]
supporting 230,000 people through small, innovative community projects. And the amount of
that country’s wildlife had [in 2014] increased 60% since the 1960s.

One more thing I’d like to touch on briefly is the importance of research. All the funding I’ve
been talking about is for doing things, but some of that money definitely needs to be used for
researching what to do. One quick example of how that works in African conservation: a place
very near and dear to my heart—Serengeti.

Every year, the wildebeest migrate across the Serengeti, truly one of the most awesome
spectacles in nature. At one time, they were dying out because of a virus they contracted
through cattle, rinderpest. By the 1950s, only 200,000 were left.

But research led to a vaccine for the cattle and, [in 2014], the wildebeest population [stood at]
1.5 million. And many people get to witness that migration through eco-tourism, all of which is
possible because the migration occurs through the Serengeti National Park, a park that was
established in large part due to the research efforts of zoologists Bernhard Grzimek and his
son, Michael.

It all links and can be linked: Conservation practitioners with conservation research, to health
practitioners with health research, to national governments and local governments and the
communities that live closest to the land and depend most on it. Investors truly have a unique
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opportunity to streamline the various work into a single, coherent effort that benefits the
world.

It’s already happening. All across Africa, and in other parts of the globe, the privatization of
conservation is reaping incredible benefits for wildlife. But we need more of these efforts, and
we need them quickly.

We don’t know where our current ecological road will lead, but we know that if we continue
down it, we’re going to end up at a place we’d prefer not to be. We don’t have to end up in that
place, and in my deepest of hearts I truly believe we won’t, and here’s why. [Paul holds up a solar
jar.]

This is a solar jar. It works very simply. Set it outside during the day, and at night it provides four
hours of light. It costs only $12 and it is life-altering. One point two billion people in this world
have no electricity. Imagine the intellectual capital to be gained if those 1.2 billion people got
four more hours of productivity each day.

[In 2013], 12,000 solar jars were distributed throughout Zimbabwe; 12,000 times four is
48,000 hours of more productivity in Zimbabwe. These jars are empowering the next
generation of scientists, researchers, portfolio managers, conservationists and government
officials of Zimbabwe to work and study and learn an extra four hours each day.

And that’s why I believe we will find the solution to our environmental problems. Things look
bad now, but all the darkness in the world . . . [lights are turned off in the room as Paul holds up the
jar] cannot overcome the power of a single light.

________________________
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Paul Tudor Jones II, a graduate of the University of Virginia, is founder, chairman and CEO of the
Tudor Group of companies. In 1983, he formed Tudor Investment Corp. as the Tudor Group's primary
asset manager. He regularly commits substantial personal time to philanthropic and conservation
efforts. Mr. Jones is also founder and a director of the Robin Hood Foundation, an organization
dedicated to the singular mission of ending poverty in New York City.

Banner Image: Male white-eared kob (Kobus kob leucotis). Ludwig Siege photo
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ProTECT Act Does Not ‘Protect’ Endangered Species
By Jeff Crane, President of the Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation

READ TIME 5 MINUTES
The “Prohibiting Threatened and Endangered Creature Trophies Act of 2019” (HR 4804), also known
as the ProTECT Act, and the “Conserving Ecosystems by Ceasing the Importation of Large Animal
Trophies Act” (HR 2245), or CECIL Act, are two recent legislative actions that are aimed at destroying
the value of our science-based conservation funding model.
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We have all seen them, overzealous reactions from the non-hunting public, published articles
from journalists who continue to berate legal and ethical hunts, and videos of irate activists
who resort to calling sportsmen and women names such as ‘scum’ and ‘murderers,’ all over the
participation in well-regulated, sustainable hunting. Our community continues to be under
attack for participating in an activity that has been around since the earliest beginnings of
mankind. An activity that not only benefits conservation and the habitat iconic wildlife species
call home, but also provides nourishment for those individuals who live in high-poverty areas
where food sources can be rare. Unfortunately, these ‘emotionally driven’ reactions have been
the catalyst of two recent legislative actions that are aimed at destroying the value of our
conservation funding model that was founded centuries ago and is centered around sciencebased policies.

In October, a highly-partisan bill, known as the Prohibiting Threatened and Endangered
Creature Trophies Act of 2019 (HR 4804), also known as the ProTECT Act, which threatens to
undermine highly successful conservation programs around the world, was introduced in the
HR. House of Representatives.

A few weeks prior to the introduction of the ProTECT Act, another short-sighted, emotionally
driven piece of legislation known as the Conserving Ecosystems by Ceasing the Importation of
Large Animal Trophies Act (HR 2245), or CECIL Act, passed out of the House Natural
Resources Committee. Named after the widely misconstrued legal harvesting of an African
lion, the CECIL Act clearly uses emotion to generate support for the legislation rather than
science-based policies.

HR 2245 seeks to prohibit the importation of any species that is listed or proposed to be listed
under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). This legislation takes a blanket approach against the
importation of any elephant or lion taken in Tanzania, Zimbabwe, or Zambia, despite the fact
that these countries have some of the largest elephant and lion populations in the world. The
integrity of these populations are a direct result of conservation and management practices
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that are dependent on the revenues from international hunting. In fact, some of these
countries, such as Zimbabwe, are working to reduce populations of these species due to
factors such as carrying capacity and public safety associated with human-wildlife conflict.

While the CECIL Act is primarily intended to target iconic African species such as elephant,
lion, leopard, and buffalo, the bill will actually have much broader implications as it would apply
to any federally listed species under the Endangered Species Act for listing in any foreign
country, even those that have recovered due to hunting conservation programs such as the
Markhor in Asia and Wood Bison in Canada. This conflicts directly with the ESA as the Act
specifically allows the Secretary of the Interior and HR. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) to
develop species-specific regulations that will allow for the most impactful strategies to
conserve threatened species, including well-regulated harvest.

Whereas the CECIL Act establishes limitations to the importation from any foreign country, the
ProTECT Act expands the concept by also including domestic hunting in the United States,
which should be even more concerning for the sporting-conservation community. While the
hunting of threatened and endangered species is rarely allowed, the ESA provides the
flexibility to the Service to authorize the regulated take of such species if there are no other
population control measures available, but this authority would be undermined by HR 4804 if
enacted. On its face, the ProTECT Act does nothing to protect species either domestically or
internationally, but merely expands the short-sighted prohibitions proposed in the CECIL Act.

Both of these pieces of legislation are not only significant in my professional career, but are
also very personal to me, as I have spent nearly my entire life hunting both domestically and
internationally, including nearly 12 years of my life living in Africa. During this timeframe, I
have spent countless days in the African bush, owning, managing and guiding both ecotourism
and hunting safaris in southern Africa. I have lived and worked with local communities;
conducted hundreds of anti-poaching patrols; built schools, clinics and water delivery systems
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for people and wildlife; and developed a deep appreciation and understanding of the tenuous
balance between rural communities and wildlife, especially dangerous game animals.

Quite simply, while iconic wildlife species have an altruistic value to those of us who live tens of
thousands of miles away, they must have a real value to the often-impoverished people who
live next to them in order for them to survive. Regulated hunting creates this economic value
that serves as the backbone to successful wildlife conservation in the United States as well as
internationally, however, legislative proposals such as HR 4804 and HR 2245 threaten to
undermine the process of conservation funding.

Passage of these bills will not only penalize law-abiding hunters, hinder current wildlife
conservation efforts, and increase poaching and illegal wildlife trafficking, but it will also
undermine the ESA, which is often held up as the gold standard by the anti-hunting community.
For these reasons, it is extremely important for both international and domestic hunters to
make these facts known to state and national leaders, as well as the general public, in order to
prevent legislation such as HR 4804 and HR 2245 from becoming law. If either of these bills
pass into law, it will set a course towards the end of hunting and the accompanying
conservation successes funded by America’s sportsmen and women.
_________________

A life-long outdoorsman, Jeff Crane brings nearly 40 years of experience in on-the-ground natural
resource management and policy expertise at the federal, state and international levels. As president
of the Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation, Jeff ensures a steadfast and successful relationship
between the bipartisan National Assembly of Sportsmen’s Caucuses, the Congressional Sportsmen’s
Caucus and the Governors Sportsmen’s Caucus. Jeff also serves as the Chairman of the Hunting and
Shooting Sports Conservation Council (HSSCC), a federal advisory council that reports to the
Secretaries of Agriculture and the Interior. He is a past Chairman of the American Wildlife
Conservation Partners (AWCP), the largest coalition of hunting conservation organizations.
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Since 1989, the Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation (CSF) has maintained a
singleness of purpose that has guided the organization to become the most respected
and trusted sportsmen’s organization in the political arena.

Banner Image: The United States Capitol, home of the United States Congress and the seat of the
legislative branch of the HR. federal government, Washington DC. Gerhard Damm photo.
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How Hunting Black Rhino Contributes to Conservation
in Namibia
By Dr. Chris Brown and Gail C. Potgieter (on behalf of the Namibian Chamber of Environment’s 64
conservation-organization members)

READ TIME 5 MINUTES
A strong argument for continuing to hunt male black rhino—to increase the funding of conservation of
the species, reduce rhino poaching, increase rhino population growth, safeguard the genetic integrity
of Namibia’s black rhino and respect the rights and needs of rural communities.

Conservation organizations in Namibia support the recent decision by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service to grant an import permit for a black rhino trophy from our country. However,
responses to this decision from some US organizations and the public reveal that there is still
strong opposition to hunting. We believe that this opposition stems from a lack of knowledge
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and understanding of how hunting fits into the Namibian conservation model. Please allow us
to explain.

Against the backdrop of a global extinction crisis and a booming illegal wildlife trade that fuels
poaching throughout Africa, Namibia is an exceptional conservation success story. We are
among a handful of countries in the world that have enabled wild animals like rhinos to
increase in their natural habitat. After nearly losing all our precious free-ranging black rhinos
during the dark apartheid era, we are proud of the fact that today Namibia has close to 2,000
black rhinos. These account for 33% of the entire black rhino species and 85% of the
southwestern subspecies.

By global standards, Namibia is not a wealthy country. Many Namibians struggle to meet their
daily needs in the harsh desert environment, a situation that may worsen with climate change.
Our government is faced with numerous competing socio-economic demands for its scarce
resources—in education, health and drought relief, to name a few. Dedicating funds to protect
black rhinos from poachers while simultaneously meeting manifold development challenges is
tough, to say the least.

The Namibian solution to this daunting task is to use the full value of our rhinos and other
wildlife to fund conservation and sustainable development. In a welcome departure from the
exclusionary policies of the past, our post-apartheid independent government has included
local people as key partners in and beneficiaries of wildlife conservation.

The direct benefits from wildlife include income and improved food security from
photographic and hunting tourism, which operate within the same areas in Namibia without
negatively affecting each other. A recent study of Namibian communal areas found that, while
the two industries are complementary, photographic tourism could not fully replace hunting if
the latter were banned. These tourism sectors together generate significant income from
Namibia’s wildlife, which funds conservation.
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Notwithstanding the significant heritage and ecological value of black rhinos, they cannot be
effectively protected from poachers without substantial funds. The US$400,000 paid to
the Game Products Trust Fund for the recent black rhino hunt provided a welcome boost to
Namibian conservation. The GPTF links income from government wildlife sales and trophy fees
directly to on-the-ground conservation.

From 2012-2018, GPTF spent over US$7.5 million on conservation projects in Namibia; 61%
of this expenditure (about US$4.6 million) was dedicated to anti-poaching and rhino
population management (Figure 1). US$2.3 million of this budget provides direct support for
anti-poaching teams.

Figure 1. Game Products Trust Fund expenses
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The remaining funds are used for anti-poaching vehicles (including helicopters and boats),
managing and monitoring rhino populations, and rewarding informants who provide tip-offs
leading to poacher arrests (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Game Products Trust Fund rhino-related expenses

Namibia’s substantial rhino populations have unfortunately attracted organized poaching
syndicates. To counteract increased poaching in 2014 and 2015, the government and its
partners mobilized funding from GPTF and other sources to strengthen and coordinate
their anti-poaching efforts. Consequently, black rhino poaching declined by 33% during the
past three years. Etosha National Park, which hosts the largest rhino population in the country,
reported fewer than 30 incidents in 2018, down from a high of 80 in 2015. Even more
impressive, communal conservancies that host free-ranging black rhinos have recorded zero
poaching incidents during the past two years!

Besides the economic benefit of the rhino hunt, removing old bulls from the population also
increases the rhino population growth rate. Particularly in small black rhino populations, older
bulls can become a problem. They prevent young bulls from breeding and may even kill them in
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territorial fights. The females in their territories are likely to be their daughters, so keeping
these old bulls in the population may jeopardize its genetic integrity. Black rhinos are managed
by the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, which oversees a highly successful black rhino
custodianship program on freehold and communal land. Removing older bulls from these
smaller populations is thus part of their broader black rhino population management plan.

Considering the successful Namibian conservation model and our collective colossal efforts to
reduce poaching, the recent public comments suggesting that money from the black rhino hunt
would be misappropriated are especially offensive. The “animals first” message promoted by
animal rights and welfare organizations has alienated rural communities throughout Africa as
it disregards their rights and ignores their needs. For wildlife, the result is widespread habitat
loss and animal extermination. While certain ideologues want to pressure Namibia into
accepting this lose-lose scenario, we would rather support the proven, home-grown strategy
that reaps rewards for people and wildlife. We invite you to visit Namibia and see our success
for yourselves.
__________________

Gail Potgieter is a carnivore conservationist who has worked in South Africa, Namibia and Botswana
on human-carnivore conflict, community conservation and wildlife monitoring. Her published
scientific work includes journal articles, technical reports and chapters in scientific books. She recently
established an independent company in Namibia that offers communication and conservation
services for environmental non-governmental organizations. In particular, she is interested in
promoting clear public communication of science and conservation efforts in southern Africa.

Dr. Chris Brown, ecologist, and environmental scientist, has more than 35 years of practical
experience in environmental management and administration, strategic planning and development,
project and program design and coordination. Previously, he headed the Namibia Directorate of
Environmental Affairs in the Ministry of Environment and Tourism and played a key role in drafting
the environmental clauses in the Namibian Constitution. He was the Executive Director of the
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Namibia Nature Foundation for 12 years. He serves on several boards including that of Namibia’s
Sustainable Development Advisory Council. Dr. Brown holds a PhD Zoology (Conservation biology),
BSc Hons degree (Zoology) and a BSc degree (Zoology, Entomology, Biochemistry). He is currently the
CEO of The Namibian Chamber of Environment.

This article was first published by Africa Geographic as an opinion post on 10 October 2019.
Republished with permission.

Banner Image: Black rhino in Namibia (Etosha). Gail Potgieter photo
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Bozeman, Montana:

Report from the 7th World Mountain Ungulate
Conference
By Kurt Alt & Marco Festa-Bianchet

READ TIME 6 MINUTES
A brief review of the successful 7th World Mountain Ungulate Conference. High-profile participants
from around the world discussed mountain ungulate distribution, taxonomy, diseases, sustainable use
and more.
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On September 10, 2019, much of the world’s wild sheep, wild goat and rupicaprin expertise
could be found in Bozeman, Montana, at the three-day 7th WMUC, the World Mountain
Ungulate Conference. This was the first time the WMUC has been held in North America. It
was hosted by the Wild Sheep Foundation (headquartered in Bozeman), cosponsored by WSF
and the Safari Club International Foundation, and endorsed by the IUCN Caprinae Specialist
Group.

This was truly a worldwide conference, with 213 participants from 20 countries offering 51
oral presentations and 19 posters addressing research conducted in 24 countries. The
research covered 23 species of wild sheep and wild goats, nine cervids, one antelope and three
carnivores. Sessions were held on taxonomy, genetics, ecology and behavior.

In his opening address, Dr. Valerius Geist,
Professor Emeritus of Environmental
Science at the University of Calgary, Alberta,
challenged wildlife managers and
researchers to re-think the impacts of
predation on ungulate populations.

The first session explored the taxonomy of
snow sheep in Siberia, the evolutionary
history of North American wild sheep and
Rocky Mountain goats, Balkan chamois
population connectivity and human
settlement impacts on gene flow in Nubian
ibex.

The second session provided a broad and diverse glimpse of individual variations in migratory
ungulates, movement and use patterns, co-occurrence of multiple ungulates, weather and
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climate change implications, impacts from human visitation, nutrition and other variables
within diverse geographic regions including the Yellowstone area, deserts of the US Southwest,
Italy, Spain, the Russian Far East, Pakistan and Mexico.

From the University of Alberta and Université de Sherbrooke (Québec), Dr. Mark Boyce and
Dr. Marco Festa-Bianchet, respectively, led Wednesday’s “Population and Harvest” session.
This explored impacts of hunting, nutrition and population demographics on ecological and
evolutionary changes in horn size. It also explored cougar predation on bighorn sheep, and
restoration projects ranging from Rocky Mountain goats and bighorn sheep to Arabian tahr.
The day ended with a special panel on the effects of harvest.

Dr. Vern Bleich, retired from California’s Dept. of Fish & Wildlife, led the “Habitat” session with
a passionate call to elevate wildlife populations and wildlife conservation objectives to the
same level of value accorded to other attributes of wilderness on US federal lands. Topics
covered three continents and focused on impacts related to land-use designations, forage
quality, weather and human disturbance, and cover attributes related to habitat.

Dr. Peregrine Wolff, DVM—Nevada’s State Wildlife Veterinarian and Wildlife Committee Cochair of the US Animal Health Association—led the “Disease” session. She focused on the
importance and relevance of disease research and monitoring on both wildlife and livestock.
She presented the results of pathogen research in countries from Central Asia to Europe and
North America.

Shane Mahoney—President of Conservation Visions, Deputy Chair for the Sustainable Use and
Livelihoods Specialist Group of IUCN, and Deputy President for the Policy and Law
Commission of the International Council for Wildlife Conservation—led the session titled “The
Role of Sustainable Use in Conservation Today.” Mahoney highlighted the importance of
sustainable use in conservation and provided the history behind the North American Model of
Wildlife Conservation. In addition, he emphasized the important role of indigenous people in
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conservation. Also covered were the topics of hunting in providing funding for conservation,
and sustainable use in community conservation in the US, Pakistan, Kazakhstan and Tajikistan.

The Population & Harvest Panel with moderator Quentin Kujala and participants Marco Festa-Bianchet, Mark
Boyce and Kevin Monteith.

Panel discussions took place on Wednesday and Thursday. With Marco Festa-Bianchet, Mark
Boyce, Kevin Monteith and moderator Quentin Kujala, Wednesday’s panel focused on the
effects of harvest on bighorn sheep populations and on what management regimes can do to
avoid the artificial evolution of smaller horns. Attendee interest kept the discussion going for
nearly an hour beyond its scheduled time.

Moderated by Shane Mahoney, Thursday’s panel focused on the role of sustainable use in
conservation. The panel included Manzoor Quireshi and Athar Khan, Pakistan; Orynbassar
Shaimkhanbetov, Kazakhstan; Khalil Karimov (SULi Central Asia chair), Tajikistan; and Nicole
Tatman, New Mexico. Discussion centered on messaging of the role of hunting in conservation,
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transparency in where and how funding is allocated to local communities for conservation, and
hunting’s role in managing introduced/invasive species. Once again, the discussion exceeded
its allotted hour due to attendee engagement.

Dr. Jon Swenson, Professor Emeritus, Norwegian University of Life Sciences, was Thursday
night’s banquet speaker. A Montanan and former Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks employee, Dr.
Swenson provided a comprehensive summary of takeaways from the three-day conference.

The conference concluded with a Friday field trip to Yellowstone National Park led by MFWP
Wildlife Manager Howard Burt and Yellowstone National Park Resource Specialist Travis
White.

Take-home messages and questions from the conference included:

➢ Changes in migration patterns, composition of ungulate communities and habitat use
should be expected with augmented/reintroduced populations.
➢ Trying to obtain special legal protection based on genetic differentiation of very small
populations could preclude the use of augmentation.
➢ Climate change models allow us to predict the loss (mostly) of suitable mountain
ungulate habitat, but many other factors still threaten these populations in concert with
climate change.
➢ Why does all hell break loose when a disease is transmitted from the public’s wildlife to
private livestock, but not when a disease is transmitted from private livestock to the
public’s wildlife?
➢ Could a program, subsidized with public dollars, be developed for domestic sheep
producers to effectively minimize co-mingling of domestic and wild sheep on public and
private lands?
➢ Due to the effectiveness of cougar predation, managers should be prepared to quickly
remove cougars that are threatening small wild sheep populations.
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➢ Wildlife biologists must consider how regulations may affect the ecology and evolution
of hunted species.

We thank the Montana Wild Sheep Foundation, the Southwest Montana Chapter of Safari
Club International and Map Brewing for sponsoring our evening poster presentations and
receptions. We also want to thank Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks and Yellowstone
National Park for support and for helping to sponsor the field trip.

The scientific quality of this conference was reflected by the diversity and quality of
scientific presentations and efforts by the conference chairs: Kurt Alt, Conservation
Director, Montana and International Projects, Wild Sheep Foundation; Dr. Raul Valdez,
New Mexico State University; Dr. Juan Herrero and Prof. Sandro Lovari, Co-chairs of the
IUCN Caprinae Specialist Group. Diverse perspectives, sharing of information and the
willingness of attendees to plunge into controversial subjects made the conference a
success. WSF’s role in hosting and co-sponsoring this scientific event with SCIF has raised
their joint conservation profile worldwide.

________________________

Kurt Alt has served as the Conservation Director, Montana and International Sheep & Goat Programs,
for the Wild Sheep Foundation since 2015. Previously he worked for Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks
for 35 years as a wildlife biologist and Southwest Montana Wildlife Manager. He is also past President
of the Northwest Section of the Wildlife Society. Kurt holds a BS and MS in Fish and Wildlife
Management from Montana State University.

Marco Festa-Bianchet is a professor at the Département de Biologie Université de Sherbrooke/
Canada. He has worked on large mammal ecology and conservation for 37 years and has published
papers on seven species of mountain ungulates. He is an author or co-author of 216 scientific papers.
He was for 16 years the Chair of the IUCN Caprinae Specialist Group and chaired COSEWIC for four
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years, at the time when the Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge Specialist Group was established. He
was a Co-Chair of COSEWIC’s Terrestrial Mammals Specialist Group for 11 years. He has led longterm studies of bighorn sheep and mountain goats in Alberta. He has also worked on ibex and
chamois in the Alps, caribou in Canada and kangaroos in Australia. His current research examines the
evolutionary and population dynamics consequences of individual differences in wild large mammals
monitored throughout their lives. Dr. Festa-Bianchet grew up in the mountains, speaks four languages
and is interested in using ecological and evolutionary research to improve the sustainable use of
mountain ungulates as a means to conserve intact mountain ecosystems.

Banner Image: WMUC participants at Yellowstone National Park. WSF photo
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Drought in Damaraland Threatens Desert-Adapted
Lions But Also Brings Opportunities
By Keith Somerville

READ TIME 5 MINUTES
In Damaraland, in Namibia, where drought and rising temperatures threaten people and domestic
animals, lions are thriving.

Driving through the communal conservancies in Damaraland, in northwestern Namibia, is like
driving through a desolate moonscape, with huge areas of broken, baking basalt and other
volcanic rock. When I was last there, in mid-September, wildlife—which conservancies like
Torra, Twyfelfontein, Ananeb and Palmwag encourage, as it brings income from tourism and
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carefully regulated hunting—was extremely sparse. Whatever vegetation had survived the
months of drought was parched, and cattle were wearily searching for grazing and shade.

Damaraland, like the rest of Namibia and much of southern Africa, is again in the grips
of severe drought. The rainy season due in October 2018 was a month late and then brought
only about 55% of normal rainfall, and Namibia had not recovered from the 2014-16 El Niñorelated drought. A series of poor rainy seasons started in 2013.

(Some rain finally fell in northern Namibia in November 2019 and again in December, when
flash floods washed away topsoil, but as I write this in early December it is too early to say that
the drought has broken.)

Last May, President Hage Geingob declared a national drought emergency in Namibia, the
second in three years. Government figures indicated that the failure of the rains had left
500,000 people—a fifth of the country’s population—dangerously short of food and in need of
government assistance. Small-scale livestock farmers in arid areas like Damaraland have been
hit particularly badly, with the Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry reporting that
63,700 domestic animals had died in 2018 because of the drought.

Tens of thousands more have died in 2019. One Herero farmer from Damaraland, Reagan
Kavazeua, told me that he’d lost seven of his 41 cattle to drought and had been forced to pay a
landowner in central Namibia to allow his cattle to graze there, where there was more fodder
and water.

Lions, livestock and drought
Damaraland—along with the adjacent Skeleton Coast region, northern Kunene and the arid
western districts bordering Etosha National Park—contain an important population of desertadapted lions, whose numbers have increased substantially over the past 25 years. In 2017,
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their population was estimated to have reached 150 and may now number around 160,
according to leading Namibian conservationist Chris Brown.

Lions at Ongava, on the southern edge of Etosha National Park. Keith Somerville photo

This is an amazing recovery. When researching my book on the history of human-lion relations
(Humans and Lions: Conflict, Conservation and Coexistence), I learned that Dr. Flip Stander, the
leading expert on these desert-living lions, believed that by 1991 there were no lions left in the
Skeleton Coast-Kunene-Damaraland area. However, in 1993, he discovered lions there again.
They were hunting the river valleys for gemsbok, giraffe and other wild prey, and also local
farmers’ cattle and small stock.

The development of the Namibian conservancy system in the 1990s saved these desert lions.
The conservancies help mitigate human-animal conflict. They increase local communities’
tolerance of lions by fostering a sense of ownership of wildlife that comes with regular,
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dependable income from high-cost/low volume wildlife tourism and regulated trophy hunting.
In northwestern Namibia, this includes a small annual quota of lions.

There, conservancies earn US$10,000 from each lion permit in addition to income from
employment and providing accommodation, food and transport. If this income were lost—
according to a report on trophy hunting by IUCN, the International Union for Conservation of
Nature, and a study by World Wildlife Fund conservation scientist Dr. Robin Naidoo and
others—conservancies would be unable to cover their costs and the incentive to tolerate
dangerous and destructive wildlife would disappear.

A 2016 study by the Namibian Ministry of the Environment found that 11 conservancies in
Kunene-Damaraland had annual losses of livestock to predators worth N$100,000 to
N$480,000 (US$6,850 – US$29,000). The report also noted that drought created more
conflict between pastoralists and lions, with 27 lions reported killed for stock raiding between
2013 and 2015.

(The likelihood is that many more were killed covertly and buried in what one livestock owner
described as “shoot, shift and shovel” incidents, which avoided the chance of any problems
with the authorities.)

This brings us back to the drought. Animals that survived found food and water in the river
valleys that run west through Damaraland to the sea. These valleys have always been refuges;
they are now even more important havens for wildlife and for cattle. And they are hunting
grounds for lions.

In the Huab River valley, in Torra conservancy in September, I met a young Himba herder with
50 cattle in an area where there was water from natural springs surrounded by lush
vegetation. His family had moved their cattle into the valley when they ran out of food in their
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home area, to the east. Lions had already taken two of their animals—but, he said, more would
have been killed had they stayed where they usually grazed their cattle.

Drought magnified the danger to livestock and increased the retaliatory killing of lions. But
research shows that drought also creates opportunities for lions. The veteran
conservationist Garth Owen-Smith has noted that droughts can be a bounty for lions, one that
lets their numbers increase. This is because carcasses from dying animals (wild or domestic)
and concentrations of livestock in the river valleys provide extra food. The gathering of
weakened cattle at boreholes within the conservancies also provides easy prey for lions.

A Damaraland farmer protecting his cattle behind a chain-link boma covered by shade cloth. Keith Somerville
photo

Ironically, then, despite more retaliatory killings by pastoralists, during the past seven years
Namibia’s desert-lion numbers have increased during the worst droughts because of this
availability of food. The current drought also offers hunting/scavenging opportunities for the
lions while increasing conflict with people. It would not be surprising, based on research and
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my own reading of reports from previous droughts, if there were an increase in predation of
stock and then shooting or poisoning of lions in response. This might continue once the
drought breaks and before natural prey species begin to recover.

Something that could limit losses to lions, and thus retaliatory killing of predators, is the
improved security measures I saw recently in some of the conservancies. Thanks to radio
collars and solar-powered tracking aerials, pastoralists can now receive early warning of the
approach of lions; and at night their livestock are better protected in chain-link bomas, on welldug-in posts, surrounded by dark shade cloth so the stock aren’t panicked by the sight of lions.

The income provided by tourism and, in some conservancies, trophy hunting also provides
solar-powered pumps at boreholes, which enable more cattle to survive droughts. As well,
elephants and other wildlife are increasingly tolerated at these boreholes because of the
income they help generate.

It is through such sustainable-conservation efforts that not only drought but also conflict can
be mitigated, benefitting local people, their livestock and the lions.
_________________________

Prof. Keith Somerville is a senior research fellow at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies, School of
Advanced Study, University of London. He is also a member of the Durrell Institute of Conservation
and Ecology at the University of Kent, a fellow of the Zoological Society of London and a member of
the IUCN CEESP/SSC Sustainable Use and Livelihoods Specialist Group. His book, Humans and
Lions: Conflict, Conservation and Coexistence, was published in July 2019.

First published on October 8, 2019, on talking humanities (curated by the School of Advanced
Study, University of London) and republished here with permission.

Banner Photo: Dry riverbed in Damaraland. Keith Somerville photo
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In Southeast Alaska, a Hunter Searches for Kinship
With the Wild
By Gabriela Halas

READ TIME 13.5 MINUTES
The intent to take life is to discover an element most modern humans are shielded from—our untamed
selves. A mountain goat’s death brings life into focus.

We watched a wolf, silhouetted against the horizon, and wondered what that lone scout
smelled. Through binoculars, we examined several groups of mountain goats feeding on distant
peaks high above Chilkat Lake, in Southeast Alaska. My hunting partner and I sat on huge ashcolored boulders spilled on the bottom of a mountain slope, at the edge of a large open basin.
The goats’ impossible footing as they navigated the distant gray scree made my body tense; I
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felt small, insignificant. As the wolf slid away from the saddle, I turned to scan the ridge behind
us. And there, feeding above us, was a single goat.

Her flint-colored horns curved backward, and a small jut of beard hung under her chin. I
remember her posture, legs taut with muscle; that long face nestled into alpine green. Even our
whispers seemed too loud for the cool, still air of a late August evening. We decided that I
would move toward the goat alone, and shoot when ready. I began a slow crawl, scratching my
palms on the rough mats of black lichen that cloaked the huge boulders underneath me. As I
climbed, the goat stopped eating to gaze below, meeting me, it seemed, eye to eye. Then she
turned her attention back to the tufts of greenery, and I wondered if animals experience the
inexactness of perspective, the sense of a subjective reality. What was I to her, as I moved
closer?

I was lucky there was no breeze; I didn’t want to think about imperfect shots. And I had a clear
sightline in the flat gray mountain light, but I needed to get closer — to see in my scope the
steady crosshairs fixed on her coat. At roughly 150 yards, she worked her way to a boulder that
jutted from the hillside. She looked down at me with her small black eyes, the muscles of her
chest folded neatly under the white smoothness of her fur. Her pause seemed deliberate, open
to possibility. My heart pounding, I contorted myself into an awkward position, belly to stone
and thighs braced, the rocks under me sharp and unforgiving. I steadied my sights on her chest,
where I visualized her lungs. I pulled the trigger.

Two days earlier, we had boated up the silt-heavy Chilkat River, then through a narrow slough
where Chilkat Lake edged a thick blueish-green Sitka spruce forest, several hundred miles
from my home in Anchorage. On the hike up the mountain, we trailed paths made by bears that
had thrashed through dense alder and devil’s club, the scat they’d left behind filled with
salmonberries. We too pulled the wet bursting berries from their stems and savored the juices
that ran down our chins; they tasted like fresh rain. Devil’s club needles traced thin red marks
along my arms. I was drenched in sweat, my pack heavier with every stride. We shimmied on
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our bellies under deadfall, the duff under our feet thick and deep. We made camp where the
last wind-blown hemlocks stood, nestled between spongy moss and lichens, the edge of the
alpine.

I had come to the mountains primarily to bring wild meat home. Yet I also sought something
more fundamental: a chance to feel closer to a wild animal’s life and, perhaps, to access a part
of myself that I hadn’t before. The intent to take life is to discover an element most modern
humans are shielded from — our untamed selves. The farther and faster we are shuttled along
an ostensibly inevitable course of “progress,” the more disconnected we become from every
other living thing. Hunting, to me, is a way to reverse that, and, in so doing, become more fully
myself.

That afternoon above Chilkat lake, I didn’t hear the recoil of the rifle, its sound seemingly
absorbed by the landscape. The goat hadn’t moved. I chambered another round, looked, and
shot again. She turned, half-trotting toward the ridge behind her as I grasped my binoculars,
and then — a hard stumble. My stomach dropped: excitement, disbelief, a pang of grief mixed
with joy. I knew I had taken her life, and as I watched her climb toward the saddle of the ridge, I
thought, I did this to you. I scrambled toward her across the steepening slope, clutching
bunches of garnet-colored Haematoma lapponicum, blood-spot lichen; they loosened their
rhizines as I shattered what delicate hold they possessed in the scree.

When I saw the first pool of blood, it startled me, the way brilliant red can. It continued: rosepink, burgundy, crimson, layered like the folds of carnations. I carried my rifle in my left hand as
I came over the saddle. I bent down and touched a wet star-burst of red, then brushed the back
of my neck at the hairline with her blood. I had wrongly assumed I could deliver a quick death,
and waves of disappointment and guilt came over me.

Hearing stones tumbling down the talus, I looked across the long open side of the mountain
slope where the goat stood, her right front quarter scarlet. We stood quietly watching one
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another. If I continued the pursuit, she would keep moving — and I couldn’t risk increasing the
distance between us. Instead, I turned and headed back to camp. As I hiked, I thought of her life
in the moments before I shot her, focused on late summer lichens. I felt I had failed her, and
sadness arced through me as I questioned if I had been ready for this hunt.

The next morning, after a half-slept night filled with goat dreams, I crawled out of my tent. My
partner and I climbed to where I had turned back. Through my binoculars I saw the small white
figure on a rock. She had the characteristic slender horns of females, more sharply angled at
the tip than male goats, and a smaller body. Now she was still, though no part of her body was
arranged as I thought death might look, limp and soft. I had known hunters to track bleeding
animals for days, yet never anticipated she might live through the night.

And then, she moved.

She stood, placing her weight tenderly on the leg stained red. My mind replayed where my
scope sights had focused on her chest and the feel of my cheek on the rifle stock. She took
steps on her wounded leg, then stumbled. But, slow and dogged, she climbed a vertical seam of
rock, summited, and came to rest at the base of a large boulder. Overpowering loss flooded my
brain as she seemed more and more out of reach.

The possibility of driving her farther away from us raised again a hunter’s worst fear: to leave a
wounded animal in the field. We knew we had to wait before moving closer. Watching the goat
rest, we decided that my partner would go back to camp, and I would wait — either for the goat
to move out of sight, or for the billowing fog above the lake below to rise higher and offer
enough cover for me to start my hike toward her. In the meantime, there was nothing to do but
watch, breathe and wait for the unknown things that come with taking a life.

The night before, as the sun waned behind craggy peaks and shadows overtook our small camp,
my hunting partner and I had talked of patience, fear and loss, and she had shared some of her
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hunting stories with me. We cradled hot mugs of tea in our hands and waited for our dinners to
rehydrate. Usnea lichen hung in tufted masses, its pale-yellow dusty cord wrapped around
long-dead tree limbs. My hunting partner was a firm believer in the company of fire, and I
watched her coax flames to life on a small patch of cleared ground. I had worked and recreated
in the wilderness, and felt that was where I best connected with myself. Yet when I hiked or
camped, I merely moved through landscapes, as a passerby or observer. I wanted to hunt to
give myself the chance to more deeply understand that life itself depends on death, to feel my
hands accept the responsibility of obtaining what keeps me alive.

In my own life, I have gone from being a young immigrant girl, barely aware of moving half a
world away, to questioning values I once thought reflected a deep land ethic. My parents, sister
and I immigrated in the early 1980s from communist Czechoslovakia and settled in northern
Alberta. My parents, like many immigrants, reveled in the grandeur of the North American
landscape and raised us to know and love the natural world. Somewhere in teenagehood, I
became horrified at factory farming and quit eating meat. Years later, I worked seasonally in
remote parts of interior Alaska and the Beaufort Sea coast, where months sleeping in tents and
the real possibility that a bear might wander into camp left me increasingly comfortable in
tough terrain and stressful situations.

I began to question my food habits again a few years ago, when I was working on a master’s
degree in natural resource management. My studies took me to northwest Alaska, where
Inupiat caribou hunters expressed concerns about the increase of non-local hunters and
aircraft and the effect they were having on caribou migration. The local hunters depended on
either caribou or frozen packs of beef and pork flown thousands of miles to get to their plates.
Sure, I didn’t eat meat, but where did the rest of my food come from, and how far had it
travelled to get to me? I had always considered myself a part of nature, not apart from it: the
air, the water, the trees, the animals I loved. But I began to see fishing and hunting as viable
options for a way of living more in-tune with what I felt was being degraded on a daily basis:
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humanity’s understanding that we are actually of the earth, physical, material beings entirely
dependent on the health of the very elements we come from: the water, the soil, the dirt.

The mountain slope high above Chilkat Lake in Southeast Alaska, where the goat left its bloody trail and the
hunter pursued it. Gabriela Halas photo.
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Back on the saddle of the ridge above Chilkat Lake, I moved my binoculars from the goat to the
near-vertical seam of mountain she had climbed. The strength she maintained was
tremendous. Lichen, soft on my thighs, waved low in the building winds, and I settled on a bed
of soft mosses. The scent of wet earth and the slight musty fragrance of plant life rose around
me each time I shifted position. Caressed by near silence, I could hear tender operculum
explode on the head of fruiting Sphagnum, the spores billowing skyward. Fog over the lake
brushed up the mountain slope where I lay, and the colors, though fixed in forest and rock,
seemed to shift with folds of light and shadow. In that moment, time stilled, free of structure.
My focus narrowed to just me — sole human — the lone goat, and a bed of green. I felt a
purpose I wasn’t sure I’d felt before. There was a reason I was here, and it was not simply to
enjoy the view. I thought about how the trip had merged from potential to reality; how over my
lifetime I had made decisions that brought me closer to a shared ecology with other living
organisms, not further away.

An hour or so later, the goat stood up, took a step, and was gone. It was time for me to follow;
this was the cover I had hoped for. As the trail shifted in and out of tufted vegetation, it was
easy to see where the goat had walked, her route marked by sprays of dulled red. The path,
long and angled sharp along the mountain’s slope, did not curve behind a wall of rock and come
up on grassy slopes, as I’d imagined. Instead, it inclined severely downwards, into a couloir —
narrow and tall, like a gouged-out tower. From there, perhaps 50 yards down, I saw thinly worn
ground: The goat trail was carved into the cliffside, but below it the chute continued, no
bottom in sight. My legs tensed, the muscles already responding to the rising panic triggered
by my fear of heights and falling.

I would only give up on the goat if I felt like my life was truly at risk; simple fear, on the other
hand, I needed to manage. I braced my body into the gravel of the couloir and began slipping
downwards, trying to clench my feet and hands against rocks that rolled and skidded, dust
filling the air. I slid down to the shallow depression of goat trail snaking out of the couloir. The
path was narrow, and as I tried to take a few steps, my pack rubbed the tight vertical wall to my
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right. A wave of fear and panic caught in my throat as I considered a steep fall. My breathing
was irregular, my palms tacky with sweat. Injured though she was, the goat had gone where I
could not. The pursuit was over. I stood on the side of the mountain, heart heavy with loss and
shame; I felt disconnected from the weave of life around me.

The chute loomed above me, the only route back to camp. I began to climb, small avalanches of
dusty slate sliding away with every step. When my path reappeared, I rolled myself onto it,
unable to stand. I let go all the pack weight and felt my legs melt. Deliberately, slowly, I ate
salmon jerky, the smooth fat of it filling my mouth, willing my body back to itself.

I looked up the curve of the trail back to camp. And there — paused, still — stood a bear.

She was a small adult black bear, with brown tufted fur that ridged her back. She had, as I had,
followed the trail of blood across the mountain slope. She was maybe 50 yards away, and I felt
the fear in my blood rise once again; I suddenly felt more alone than I had in the couloir. I
banged my trekking poles at her, the tinny noise insignificant. I called out, my voice small. Time
stretched as I reached for the rifle in my pack, and she stood still, watching. I unclicked the
safety and chambered a round. I saw nothing to steady the gun on, so instead I crouched, the
bear in front of me, the couloir’s impossibility behind. After long minutes of waiting, she made a
purposeful advance down the trail toward me. And there was my chance; I shot. A stark sound,
and she was hit. She turned, limped hard, her back leg shattered; I shot again. I saw her take a
last step — two — and it was done. Hard in the rocks and clustered grasses, she died. A slight
wind carried the one word I managed to say: Help.

I looked at the bear’s body through my binoculars. It was hard and dead and still. Two shell
casings lay in the shale dust and I placed them in my pocket. I stowed my rifle, adjusted my
pack, and turned for camp. The soft ridge, once so full of green promise, now seemed steep,
dangerous — and burdened with sorrow.
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Gabriela Halas photo

Later, I thought about how the hunt was nothing like I had expected. I had caused the death of
two wild beings, and although I had gone to the mountains with the intention to kill, I felt
weight on my conscience. The reality of life means my actions cause a ripple effect — outcomes
cannot be undone. Yet I also found an elemental connection I had been searching for, a feeling
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like true kinship with the goat and the bear — the recognition that our actions had continued
the millennia-long thread of relationship between our species. Their deaths forced me outside
the confines of my domesticated life to an intimacy with their wild ones.

The next day, my partner and I processed the bear’s body and carried her skull and hide, with
feet attached, down the mountain. We salvaged all the meat we could. In my last look at her,
she lay almost as she had died. My partner asked if we were leaving the bear in honor, in a
respectful pose — laid upon the rock as we would no doubt want our bodies to be. We looked
at her near-human form, shorn of her outer bear being, her ghost face rested in the crook of
her paw-less limbs.

Back at camp, we hunched under a tarp against heavy rains. As my fingers hovered above a tiny
struggling fire, built on two flat stones above the drenched earth, I felt certain borders thin, the
membranes of our skin and muscle merging with the edges of soil, rock, flame, the flesh of
another. Then, an affirmation of perspective when closeness still scorched, and surprised us
with its waiting heat.

___________________

Gabriela Halas immigrated to Canada during the early 1980s with her parents and sister, grew up in
northern Alberta, and lived in Alaska for seven years. She has published short fiction, poetry and
essays. This essay first appeared as a contribution to High Country News and is republished here with
permission.

Banner image: The Chilkat River, near Haines, Alaska, is edged with Sitka spruce forest. David
Goehring image - CC via Flickr
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Morality and Conservation
It’s a Conundrum, Isn’t It?
By Tony Weaver

READ TIME 3 MINUTES
If it is morally wrong to shoot a problem elephant, buffalo or lion, then surely it is morally wrong to
shoot a problem rabbit, goat or cat? Or trap a problem mouse? Or to stamp on a problem cockroach?

Here’s a question for animal rights activists who are opposed on moral grounds to hunting:
what do you do when an entire ecosystem is under threat because one species has become
dominant, threatening all other species?
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Or when an entire ecosystem is under threat because a) there is no money to manage it; and b)
its human neighbors see wildlife as a threat, not a benefit?
Now let’s imagine our wildlife reserves in Africa as islands, islands of biodiversity, islands of
wilderness. But islands that are surrounded by degraded farmland, with ever-growing human
populations who covet those islands for farming and bush meat.

And they see rich tourists coming onto those islands, spending more in a week (or a day) than
they earn in a year, and only a handful of them are employed as island workers.

It’s a conundrum, isn’t it?

How far does your morality stretch? Does it stretch to saying, well, “the importance of moral
reasoning in determining conservation policy cannot be overstated. Ultimately, morality and
science are intertwined. To suggest that moral concerns should be ignored if ‘science’ supports
hunting is irreconcilable,” as Ross Harvey argued in a recent article in Daily Maverick?

My simple answer to that is “yes”. Moral concerns take second place if science supports
hunting and other forms of sustainable utilization. Finished and klaar.

Would the modern animal rights movement have raised its voice when nearly 3,400 feral cats
were shot, poisoned and killed by a human-introduced virus on Marion Island9 after the cats
had killed millions of seabirds, driving the common diving petrel (Pelecanoides urinatrix) close to
local extinction?

Editor’s Note: for details on cat eradication on Marion Island please read The Cathunting Programme
(1974 - 1993)
9
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Or when 20,000 rabbits and scores of fallow deer were shot on Robben Island10 because of
their devastation of the indigenous vegetation and the African Penguin colony? Or goats shot
on St Helena, on California’s Channel Islands and on Santiago Island in the Galapagos11, three
of the many island examples where goats trashed the ecosystems?

From a scientific perspective, my examples are, of course, absurd, because these are
introduced alien species, with no ecological right to be there. But, if you use the moralist
argument, they had every right to be there.

By the same token, if it is morally wrong to shoot a problem elephant, buffalo or lion, then
surely it is morally wrong to shoot a problem rabbit, goat or cat? Or trap a problem mouse? Or
to stamp on a problem cockroach?

Most wildlife sanctuaries in Africa are islands surrounded by fundamentally changed and
engineered ecosystems. They have to be managed as islands. Nature does some managing –
drought, floods, fire, disease. But wildlife managers must do the rest.

And when almost every wildlife manager tells us that the fees from hunters, the employment
and revenue they provide for local communities, and the deterrent effect they have on
poaching are important items in their management toolbox, we should listen.

We can moralize all we like about hunting and opine about its immorality. And when the last
wilderness disappears, and the last wild animal is eaten, we can feel smug in our morality
knowing we did the morally right thing.

Even if the science told us we were wrong.
Editor’s Note: for details refer to the New York Times article “Men Defend Historic Mandela Site ... From
Rabbits”
10

Editor’s Note: see also “Feral Goat Eradications on Islands” by Karl Campbell & C. Josh Donlan,
Conservation Biology 1362–1374
11
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______________________
First published in Die Burger in Afrikaans “Moraliteit sal nie keer dat wildlewe uitgewis word” and
republished here in English (author’s translation) with permission.

Banner Image: From Rachel E. Gross’ article “The Moral Cost of Cats
A bird-loving scientist calls for an end to outdoor cats once and for all”.
Saverio Maria Gallotti / Alamy photo

Trophy Hunting and Conservation Science
By Andrew Wyatt

READ TIME 5 MINUTES
Despite the irrational hatred for hunters on social media pages and the rhetorical hyperbole, real
conservation deserves a fair understanding of the facts, or as Oscar Wilde said “The truth is rarely
pure and never simple”.
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Few things stoke the fires of emotion like the idea of endangered species dying unnecessarily.
The African lion, one of the most iconic species on the planet, has become a symbol of
conservation worldwide. But while Disney’s The Lion King personalizes an anthropomorphic
view of animals in the American psyche, the debate on how best to conserve lions and other
threatened species is not always consistent with pop culture notions. The science vs
emotionalism debate is guaranteed to heat up with the recent introduction of the Prohibiting
Threatened and Endangered Creature Trophies Act of 2019 (ProTECT) Act (HR 4804) to the
HR. House of Representatives by Texas Democrat, Sheila Jackson-Lee. It has been assigned to
the House Committee on Natural Resources.

HR 4804 not only seeks to prevent the hunting of lions or any species listed as endangered or
threatened under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), but would undermine captive breeding
projects that were exempted from ESA by the Obama Administration; projects that have
successfully saved the scimitar-horned oryx, and other endangered hoof stock from extinction
— returning them to the African savannah.

While the debate in Washington regarding the best way to conserve wildlife continues, animal
rights groups stoke the fires of emotionalism surrounding HR 4804, cultivating an irrational
hatred for hunters on social media pages. Despite the rhetorical hyperbole, real conservation
deserves a fair understanding of the facts.

All agree that populations of lions have declined significantly. According to a study authored by
Professor Stuart Pimm of Duke University in 2012, about 75 percent of Africa’s savannahs and
more than two-thirds of the lion population once estimated to live there have disappeared in
the last 50 years. There are likely between 32,000 and 35,000 free ranging lions on the African
continent today. According to Professor Pimm, “massive land-use change and deforestation,
driven by rapid human population growth” is the primary reason for the decline of the lion. This
same human-wildlife conflict dynamic holds true as the primary threat to other listed species
as well.
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Sixty percent of big game hunted in Africa are destined for trophy rooms in the United States.
Proponents of the ProTECT Act say allowing hunters to export trophies back to the HR. sends
the wrong conservation message. They say lions and other listed species would be best
conserved by blocking access to American hunters, thereby reducing pressure on populations.

Jeff Flocken of the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) once wrote, “Why should
anyone spend money to protect an animal that a wealthy American can then pay to go kill?” Mr.
Flocken characterized his argument as common sense, but acknowledged that, habitat loss and
human-lion conflict, not hunting, are the primary causes of the lions’ disappearance from
Africa.

In August 2019, Science magazine published an open letter, “Trophy hunting bans imperil
biodiversity,” led by five scientists from Oxford University’s Wildlife Conservation Research
Unit and the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), and signed by 128 more.
The letter stated that hunting has many positive impacts on conservation, and Amy Dickman,
one of the letter’s lead authors, appeared on the BBC, where she stated that imposing a
complete trophy hunting ban is likely to cause “more animals to die.”

Kitty Block, CEO of the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), is critical of the Science
letter. She argues that the scientists who signed the letter should be ignored, implying that
there is a conflict of interest because some have received conservation dollars derived from
hunting interests to help pay for their research. Ms. Block calls the research money a
corrupting influence, resulting in what she refers to as, “a web of lies.”

It is absolutely essential that local communities identify the presence of lions and other wildlife
as a direct benefit to them. Reducing human-wildlife conflict is critical to conservation success.
According to Dennis Ikanda, of the Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute’s Kingupira Research
Centre, his country generated $75 million in lion hunting from 2008 to 2011. Opponents of the
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ProTECT Act assert that trophy hunting is the only thing standing between the lions and
extinction. Although those claims may seem counter intuitive, the money generated by hunting
is being plowed back into the local economy, into conservation measures, and into protecting
lions from poaching. Hunting advocates say the only chance for survival of the lions is
management as a valuable and sustainable natural resource.

Although the idea of trophy hunting does not enjoy wide popularity, its value as a pragmatic
conservation tool has proven to have great merit. The questions are: 1) will a hunting ban
relieve pressure on threatened animal populations? or 2) will public policy ignore scientific
evidence, and remove economic incentives necessary to protect valuable wildlife resources?

Animal rights advocates completely dismiss the conservation benefits of hunting. They value
protecting individual animals over actions that favor preservation of species. However, a study
of trophy hunting by the University of Zimbabwe supports claims of conservation success tied
to responsible hunting practices. Peter Lindsey, the lead author of the study, wrote, “trophy
hunting is sustainable and low risk if well managed.” Lindsey continued, “Trophy hunting was
banned in Kenya in 1977, in Tanzania during 1973–1978, and in Zambia from 2000 through
2003. Each of these bans resulted in an accelerated loss of wildlife due to the removal of
incentives for conservation. Avoiding future bans is thus vital for conservation.” When local
communities are not incentivized to protect lions they are subsequently killed.

To date there appears to be no clear evidence that would support the premise that banning
Americans from trophy hunting would inure conservation benefit to wildlife in Africa. To the
contrary, banning hunting could undermine real conservation efforts by diminishing the value
of lions and other listed species to local African communities. Remove economic incentives and
conservation dollars, and you remove the only thing holding back the tide of human population
growth and habitat destruction that is overwhelming the once prolific lion.
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Trophy hunting is by no means a perfect solution, but the IUCN Cat Specialists Group says,
“Properly managed trophy hunting was viewed as an important solution to long-term lion
conservation.” There will always be some abuse from unscrupulous individuals. But the
monetary incentive to manage sustainable populations for hunting is the only protection lions
currently have. Removing economic incentive for Africans to conserve lions has been
demonstrated to be disastrous. Until a better conservation model proves it’s mettle,
responsibly managed hunts are the best chance for lions and other species to survive the
human population explosion in Africa.

_______________________

Andrew Wyatt is a government affairs and policy consultant dedicated exclusively to the wildlife
sector. His blog The Last Word on Wildlife provides for insight and analysis particular to the 21st
century wildlife sector. Republished with permission.

Banner image: Two male lions drinking. Conny Damm photo
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South Africa Regulates the ‘Improvement of Wild
Animals’—Seriously?
By Gerhard R. Damm with remarks by Peter H. Flack

READ TIME 9 MINUTES
A critical view of the inclusion of iconic wildlife species into South Africa’s Animal Improvement Act.
With this action, SA’s Dept. of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries demonstrates gross incompetence in
matters of conservation. Negative consequences for wildlife and habitat will be inevitable.
In 2016, South Africa, through its Dept. of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, added—without
public consultation—12 wildlife species to the list of tame and domesticated animals regulated
under its Animal Improvement Act No. 62 of 1998. On January 31, 2019, the DAFF minister
added to this list another 33 wild species—26 indigenous to Africa and seven exotics from
other continents—again apparently without consultation with the public or conservation
experts. The list was published in the Government Gazette on May 17, 2019. Then, in June, the
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responsibilities of DAFF were handed to the Dept. of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural
Development (DALRRD).

Did private interest groups, wanting a free hand to create what they see as “superior animals,”
influence the minister’s decision?

The 2016 and 2019 amendments to include wildlife species in Table 7 of the Act demonstrate
gross incompetence in matters of conservation and taxonomy. Correct identification of the
species/subspecies is essential since some of the listed animals are threatened, endangered or
in grave danger of hybridization, while others are icons of the land. By omitting the exact
scientific name of the listed animals, wildlife breeders may claim authority of interpretation
(just two examples: the southern African roan, Hippotragus equinus equinus, and west African
roan, H. e. koba, would both be included under “roan,” and the listed “bosbok” could be
interpreted as all Tragelaphus scriptus subspecies occurring on the continent).

It would have helped if the good people involved had consulted the 2016 Mammal Red List of
South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland. This important conservation tool was created by SANBI,
(the South African National Biodiversity Institute), EWT (the Endangered Wildlife Trust) and,
ironically, what is now DEFF, the Dept. of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries. More than 400
experts provided data and expertise to the compilation of the Red List.

Another authoritative compendium to consult would have been Bovids of the World: Antelopes,
Gazelles, Cattle, Goats, Sheep, and Relatives, by Dr. Jose R. Castello with a foreword by Brent
Huffman (of Ultimate Ungulate fame) and the late expert taxonomist Colin Groves.

Had they done so, the department bureaucrats could have avoided spelling errors and even
learned something about the taxonomic concepts of family, species, subspecies and eco-types
of South Africa’s wildlife. They also would have found detailed distribution range maps and
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ample information on ecology, use and trade, threats, conservation measures, the
opportunities, risks and challenges of privately owned wildlife herds, and much more.

The African animals recently moved to the Animal Improvement Act schedules are (with the
exception of the non-native lechwe, Kobus leche ssp.) on the Red List. But not all animals on the
Red List are included in Table 7. Is there any reason why the “experts” excluded (for now,
anyway) southern reedbuck, hippopotamus, Lichtenstein's hartebeest, bushpig and warthog?
Are we in for more surprises?

Unfathomably, the government also added, along with other non-native species, various deer
from the Northern Hemisphere to AIA regulation—apparently to identify, breed and utilize
genetically superior exotic animals “in the interest of the Republic [of South Africa].” Is this a
joke?

“Deer” is a vernacular term and includes the entire Cervidae family. A quick consultation of
Valerius Geist’s Deer of the World would have shown the multitude of members of this family—
none of which are indigenous to South Africa. Who determined that breeding deer is “in the
interest of the Republic of South Africa”?

In fact, degenerate populations of exotic fallow deer (Dama dama) do exist in South Africa,
outside of as well as behind fences. The genetic provenance of other exotic deers—for example,
red deer (Cervus elaphus) and Père David’s deer (Elaphurus davidianus), on breeding farms in
South Africa—is questionable. They are not adapted to the local climatic conditions and
habitat. But breeding them is now apparently “in the interest of the Republic of South Africa.”

Is it also in the interest of the Republic to experiment with North American mule deer? Or
white-tailed deer? And roe deer? (The government doesn’t specify whether the “interest of the
Republic” focuses more on European roe deer or its much larger-antlered Siberian cousin.)
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I asked my good friend and accomplished author and conservationist Peter Flack for his view
on this matter. He has more questions for the government—and a few answers, too. His
remarks, slightly edited, are appropriate:

This legislation was driven by roughly the same wonderful people who brought you
wildlife manipulated to produce domesticated animals with exaggerated horn lengths
or with artificial colors (as well as canned killing). It seems incredible that, despite all
the previous clear predictions, followed by the reality of those predictions coming to
pass—i.e., overseas hunting numbers falling from over 16,000 to barely above 6,000
and the loss of billions of Rands to the economy—these people have worked behind the
scenes to influence politicians, obviously including the President (himself a game
breeder), to create the wherewithal to hammer the final nail into hunting in South
Africa, with its concomitant damage to conservation in the country.

Hullo out there! Is anyone listening? Has the penny still not dropped? No hunter wants
to hunt domesticated animals! No hunter wants to hunt domesticated animals in small
paddocks! No hunter wants to hunt domesticated animals, let alone those whose
breeding has been tampered with! Have they learned nothing from the disastrous
effects of past manipulated breeding, domestication of wildlife and canned killing?

Overseas hunters have stayed away [from South Africa] in their droves, refusing to be
tainted by these machinations and/or having their hunting reputations damaged or
destroyed by inadvertently being conned into “hunting” these freaks.

Now the government has given free rein to all and sundry to apply domestic livestock
breeding and inter-breeding practices. Really? Yes, really! What is next? The cloning of
once-wild animals?
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The capacity of the SA government to almost instinctively choose the wrong path
forward has again been ably demonstrated by this latest legislative move. That they
have done so without consultation with those most directly affected; that it conflicts
with the intent of other legislation already on the statute books; that it is being heavily
criticized around the world in conservation and hunting circles; that agricultural
legislation is clearly being manipulated and used for purposes for which it was not
intended—all of this tends to fly in the face of logic.

And when logic has excluded all other reasons, what is left must be the truth. Given the
above, is it wrong to think that this is yet another case of state capture?

I mean, has an independent cost-benefit analysis of the legislation been done? Has
there been an independent audit of the Department to establish whether they have
the capacity to implement it?

It is not often that I have found myself in agreement with any aspect of the usual drivel
by the animal extremist Don Pinnock, but his piece in Daily Maverick was spot-on.
Where I differ from him, however, is in the inevitable consequences of this legislation
in the long run.

If we can agree that hunting has been the major force behind, first, the recovery of
game numbers in this country over the last 60 years or so—from some 557,000 head of
game to nearly 19 million—and the huge growth in land under game, from a negligible
area to some 21 million hectares, then surely we must accept that the contraction of
hunting tourism, for whatever reason, is going to have the reverse effect. This
disastrous piece of legislation will damage the once proud, quiet, hunting-led South
African conservation revolution, which gave rise to the South African Conservation
Success Story.
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The effects can be seen already: scores of game ranches for sale at rock-bottom prices;
game ranches reverting to domestic livestock farming; professional hunters,
taxidermists and others who depend on hunting, directly and indirectly, for their
livelihoods, battling to stay afloat.

The SA Hunters and Game Conservation Association12 (with 42,029 paid-up members) rejects
the new as well as the 2016 AIA listings of wild animals. They are joined by the Operators and
Professional Hunting Association of Africa (OPHAA)13, of which South Africa’s new
professional hunting body, the Custodians of Professional Hunting and Conservation-South
Africa is a member. (PHASA—the Professional Hunters’ Association of South Africa—no longer
belongs to OPHAA.)

CIC, the International Council for Game and Wildlife Conservation, headquartered in
Budapest, gave a position statement on this matter to Conservation Frontlines on November 30.
The CIC notes, with significant concern, “the lack of clarity [in the Amendment] respecting
such relevant terms as: escape, release, wild, wildlife, hunt, shoot, hybridization or accident . . .
[and] regarding potential deliberate [or accidental] release of captive-bred animals for any
purpose including for the specific purpose of shooting them under the pretext of so-called
‘hunting.’”

CIC’s position statement also refers to its recommendation of November 8, 2011: Wildlife and
Commercially-Bred Formerly Wild Animals. Here the council urges members to abstain from
hunting manipulated animals and invites all national and international hunting organizations
and associations to adopt similar guidelines and policies.

12

See SAHGCA Policies on Intensive and Selective Breeding of Indigenous Game.

13

Download the OPHAA Position Statement on Indigenous Game Species in South Africa. OPHAA
represents the Operators and Professional Hunters of the following countries: Botswana,
Ethiopia, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
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During my tenure as head of the CIC’s Applied Science Division, I developed this
recommendation in close consultation with experts from the IUCN Antelope Specialist Group,
the IUCN Sustainable Use Specialist Group, the former leadership of PHASA (before it was
hijacked by “intensive breeders”) and other experts from South Africa and beyond. The full CIC
Council unanimously adopted the recommendation.

As we all know, in the years after 2011, Wildlife Ranching South Africa (WRSA) let its CIC
membership lapse and PHASA as well as CHASA (the Confederation of South African Hunting
Associations) were expelled.

One can but hope that the South African government will take seriously the international and
national opposition to the 2016 and 2019 amendments of Table 7 of the Animal Improvement
Act and return the conservation management of this country’s rich natural heritage to the
Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries. It’s not too late yet—but time is running
out.

Read also “Changes to the South African Animal Improvement Act—a Comment” by Dr. John
Hanks in this issue of Conservation Frontlines.
___________________

Gerhard Damm is Editor-in-Chief of Conservation Frontlines and President of the Conservation
Frontlines Foundation.

Peter Flack is a lawyer by training and businessman by profession. But foremost he is a dedicated
conservationist and a passionate hunter. As a prolific and opinionated writer, he has authored many
books and numerous articles. More at Peter’s blog.

Banner Image: Cartoon from Peter Flack’s blog (reproduced with permission)
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Changes to the South African Animal Improvement Act
—a Comment
By Dr. John Hanks

READ TIME 6 MINUTES
The amendment to South Africa’s Table 7 of the Animal Improvement Act 62 of 1998 places 33 wild
species under the responsibility of the Department of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural
Development. This presents serious risks for conservation and questionable opportunities for a few.
“The purpose of the Animal Improvement Act 62 of 1998 is to provide for the breeding,
identification and utilization of genetically superior animals in order to improve the production
and performance of animals in the interest of the Republic [of South Africa].”
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On May 17, 2019, South Africa’s Dept. of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (now reorganized
as the Dept. of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural Development, DALRRD) published an
Amendment to Table 7 of the Act by introducing 33 wild species, 26 of which are indigenous to
Africa, and seven of which are found on private property in South Africa but are not indigenous
African species. The wording of Act 62 does not make clear what is meant by improving the
production and performance of the species listed, nor how this will be assessed “in the interest
of the Republic.” The species concerned have the potential to be used for ecotourism, live sales,
meat, milk and hide production, hunting for trophies and, in the case of white and black rhino,
the harvesting of horn.

In any discussion of this amendment to the Act, consideration must be given to the vital
importance of the economic, social and conservation value of the wildlife ranching industry
and its potential to support the green economy in South Africa (Taylor, Lindsey, & DaviesMostert, 2015). This key publication quantifies the extent and value of wildlife ranching in the
country. The value of the species used by wildlife ranchers provides landowners with a more
profitable land-use option than traditional livestock farming. However, the same ranchers
should not be given carte-blanche to go ahead with breeding programs for the 33 listed species
that could be a threat to their wild counterparts.

There is of course nothing new in wildlife auctions of species with large horns or other
characteristic desired by hunters, and those individual animals can command premium prices.
Several of the auction sites refer to the Rowland Ward Record Book, but it should be noted
that Rowland Ward does not support genetic manipulation and in-line breeding, and does not
accept entries of such trophies. In other words, the premium prices commanded at wildlife
auctions are not prices paid by hunters, but prices paid by would-be breeders.

The popularity and prices of color variants such as the black impala escalated spectacularly in
South Africa after 2000, but in 2019 these prices dropped just as dramatically. Although many
of these variants are still offered on wildlife auctions, prices are unlikely to recover.
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Unfortunately, the majority of wildlife auctions still feature far too many of these undesirable
genetic manipulations.

The introduction of 33 wildlife species into Act 62 will be the responsibility of DALRRD, which
has no track record or experience of working with the species listed. This is a serious cause for
concern. Section 21 of the Act deals with inspection of the management of the species listed;
this appears to be totally unrealistic in the absence of a large, qualified and experienced team,
which does not exist at present and which will cost hundreds of thousands of Rand to establish
and run.

Snapshot of the header of the Animal Improvement Act 62 of 1998, signed by the Minister of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries on January 31, 2019, and published in the Government Gazette on May 17, 2019.
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Selective breeding to “improve” any usage suggests a process of domestication14 and, although
there is no reference to domestication or to the production of new domestic animals in the
Amendment to Table 7 or in the original Act itself, there is no doubt that many of the species
listed have already been “domesticated.” Their behavior, feeding habits and genetics have
already been significantly modified to change them from their original wild relatives to a life in
captivity, meeting a number of human requirements.

The strict management of these species, to prevent them escaping or even being deliberately
released into designated protected areas, should not be the remit of DALRRD but of the Dept.
of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries, working closely with national and provincial
conservation authorities.

Safeguarding the genetic integrity of the wild species living in increasingly smaller and isolated
areas should be a national priority for South Africa, but there is no mention of this issue in the
Act. Countries neighboring South Africa are also at risk from the deliberate or accidental
release of genetically modified species.

The spread of diseases between wildlife species and domestic stock is not addressed in the Act.
There are only two references to the role of a veterinarian, both only in connection with the
suitability of each species for semen and embryo collection. This is an extremely serious omission.
The international community as a whole must consider prevention and control of wildlife
diseases as crucial components of safeguarding global animal and public health as well as
biodiversity, while dealing with related agriculture and trade issues.

In conclusion, this realignment of the management of the species listed was almost certainly
stimulated by the frustration of the game-ranching industry at what was perceived as
14

The fundamental distinction of domesticated animals and plants from their wild ancestors is

that they are created by human labor to meet specific requirements or whims and are adapted to
the conditions of continuous care and solicitude that people maintain for them.
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unnecessarily restrictive control by South African conservation authorities on breeding and
movement of wildlife species on private land.

The revised Act (with control passing to agricultural authorities) should be firmly rejected by
national and provincial conservation agencies in South Africa. This impasse is unlikely to be
resolved in the absence of further attempts to open a constructive dialogue between wildlife
ranchers (which addresses their financial and logistical concerns) and conservation authorities
who have an international obligation to protect the genetic integrity and health of wildlife
populations.
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Banner Image: Sable Antelope as part of captive breeding programme on game farm in South
Africa. By Peter Mullineux
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This Hunting Season, Thank a Private Landowner
By Brian Yablonski

READ TIME 4 MINUTES
Montana’s private landowners—ranchers and farmers—provide key habitat for a variety of big game
species, including elk, mule deer, and pronghorn. If we overlook the importance of private landowners
in conserving wildlife, we risk jeopardizing what we love.
We hear a lot about the value of Montana’s public lands these days—and for good reason. The
region’s vast public lands are what draw many of us to the state. But often overlooked are the
tremendous contributions of Montana’s private landowners, who are the little-thanked
stewards of many of the things we enjoy most about living in this state, from clean water to
healthy landscapes to abundant wildlife.
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Nowhere is this more evident than during hunting season, when many of us take to the hills in
pursuit of elk, deer and other wild game. Even if we’re hunting on public lands, nearly all of the
species we pursue rely to some extent on private lands for their survival.

The importance of private lands is difficult to overstate. A drive down US Route 89 or the East
River Road through Paradise Valley provides ample evidence that ranchers and farmers
provide key habitat for a variety of big-game species, including elk, mule deer and pronghorn.
Throughout the year, it’s not unusual to spot herds of elk bedded down or grazing on Paradise
Valley’s agricultural lands. These lands function as seasonal refuges for wildlife, which produce
spillover benefits that flow throughout the state.

Recent research has demonstrated just how important private lands are in the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem. Studies of GPS-collared elk reveal that the region’s herds—which
comprise more than 20,000 elk in at least nine major herds—rely on private landowners for
crucial winter habitat. These are the same herds that draw millions of visitors to Yellowstone
National Park each year, yet their survival often depends on the actions of landowners who live
well beyond the park boundary.

In other words, the wildlife we enjoy depends on the stewardship and goodwill of Montana’s
private landowners. Wildlife conservation is a fortunate byproduct of their cattle and farming
operations, but it is not guaranteed.

Providing this habitat isn’t easy or cheap. Landowners incur significant costs from wildlife,
including forage competition, winter hay loss, weed dispersal, property damage and the threat
of diseases. One estimate by Montana State University Extension pegged the cost of forage
consumed by big game on private lands in our state at more than $31 million annually. And
brucellosis—a disease transmitted from elk to livestock—can spell financial ruin for ranchers in
the state. The average quarantine cost for a herd of 400 breeding cows infected by brucellosis
has been estimated by researchers to be $140,000.
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Big-game species also attract predators like wolves and grizzlies, whose growing and healthy
populations push elk herds farther into the relative safety of private lands, creating other
challenges for ranchers. Many ranchers in Paradise Valley who rarely saw elk on their land 20
or 30 years ago now routinely see hundreds or even thousands of elk, whose presence
coincides with the recovery of these large predators.

For landowners providing habitat for these species, wildlife can seem more like a liability than
an asset and can strain the already tight economics of ranching. Landowners may own their
land, but wildlife are considered a public resource managed by the state. Often, that means elk
and other big game impose costs on property owners without bestowing much in the way of
benefits.

Last year’s long, harsh winter in Paradise Valley provided a stark example. About two feet of
snow fell in mid- to late February in the valley, pushing more elk than normal onto lowerelevation private agricultural lands and further intensifying the challenge of elk and cattle
commingling. For those of us who enjoy wildlife, it should underscore the growing importance
of private lands for prized species.

If we overlook the importance of private landowners in conserving wildlife, we risk
jeopardizing what we love. We should appreciate that wildlife are on these ranches and
farmlands by their own choice—they migrate or disperse there for forage, water and security.
The fundamental challenge for all of us hunters, wildlife advocates and the like is to ensure that
wildlife is an asset, or at least less of a cost, in the eyes of the private landowners whose
stewardship of the land conserves them.

Aldo Leopold, considered the father of wildlife ecology, put it this way: “Conservation will
ultimately boil down to rewarding the private landowner who conserves the public interest.”
That reality has never been more true in Montana.
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If you’re out hunting this fall, or if you’re just enjoying the sights and sounds of Montana’s
wildlife, remember the private landowner who helps make sure these majestic species can
continue to thrive in our state. And if you see a rancher, tell them thanks. Chances are, the
survival of the wildlife you’re enjoying depends on them.

______________________

Brian Yablonski is the executive director of PERC, the Property and Environment Research Center.
Previously, he was a PERC board member as well as an adjunct fellow since 2003. In his work for
PERC, he has published research articles on wildlife as well as public and private land management.
This article was first published by PERC on October 19, 2019, and is republished here with
permission.

Banner Image: Yellowstone bull elk. By Stepping Stones - stock.adobe.com
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Dzoti and Namibia’s Wildlife Successes
By Helge Denker

READ TIME 19 MINUTES
Africa’s wildlife is rapidly declining. Legal hunting is seen by many as part of the problem. Namibia has
its own story to tell. We may need to rethink some of our viewpoints.
The setting
Campfire drinks in the fading light of dusk, after a long, full day in the African bush. Animated talk
about the day’s activities and diverse wildlife sightings, about conservation and the state of the
world . . . Later, a superb three-course meal in the dining tent, including a perfectly grilled game fillet.
Ah, the good life. The wild life . . . This is not a scene from a luxury tourist camp in a national park or
some pristine “last wilderness.” This is a fond memory of one of my visits to the small and stylish
Ondjou Safaris hunting camp in Namibia’s Dzoti Conservancy.
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Africa’s declining wildlife—and Namibia’s difference
The media is filled with news of rapidly declining African wildlife. Calls to save the last
elephants, the last rhinos, the last lions are more urgent than ever. Yet the story of “the last”
should not be applied everywhere. Namibia is not part of this story.

Namibia has a different tale to tell. Through effective conservation, wildlife in this country has,
over the past five decades, recovered from historic lows. Most of the country’s game
populations are healthier today than at any time in the past 150 years. This is not a wild claim.
It is fact, backed by a wealth of scientific data. Elephant numbers have tripled since the
mid-1990s. Namibia has one of the healthiest black rhino populations on Earth. After local
extinction more than a century ago, the white rhino was reintroduced and occurs again in many
places and in good numbers. The famous “desert” lions of the northwest are not “the last” but
instead have increased from about two dozen in 1995 to well over a hundred today.

Yet Namibia’s effective conservation methods are controversial because they include the
persona non grata of environmental activism: the hunter. It’s a rapidly escalating issue.

There are now close to eight billion people on Earth. Wildlands—habitat for wildlife—are a
quickly shrinking resource. People need land. For homes, for agriculture, for football fields and
golf courses, for dams and mines and roads and railways and power lines and rubbish dumps.
Namibia is no different. While Namibia has a comparatively small human population, most of
the country is arid and its soils are shallow and low in nutrients. Great swathes are covered by
the sands of the Kalahari and Namib. In such an environment, large parcels of land are needed
to generate a living from livestock. Cropping is viable in only a few parts of the country, where
there is enough water and soils are suitable.

Yet income from one of Africa’s greatest natural resources, wildlife, offers an alternative land
use through photographic tourism—and through hunting, especially in the many places where
tourism isn’t viable.
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Dzoti and the good bad boys
The Zambezi Region, in the north, is the wettest part of Namibia. There are extensive
woodlands here, and permanent rivers with floodplains and swamps. Rainfall averages around
600 millimetres (24 inches) per annum, the highest in the country. There are also a lot more
people here than in most other parts of Namibia—people with a genuine ancestral claim to the
land and its resources.

Dzoti Conservancy, registered in 2009, is a little-known communal area in the Zambezi
hinterlands. In an area of 287 square kilometres (71,000 acres), slightly more than 2,000
residents live on a mix of livestock, cropping, informal trading, occasional salaries, pensions
and remittances—and a vital boost provided by diverse returns from legal hunting and wildlife
harvesting.

In Namibia, hunting free-roaming indigenous wildlife in an open system, which generates
direct income for conservation activities and rural communities, is called conservation hunting.
It is clearly different from trophy shooting, which is usually carried out in fenced areas where
introduced species offer easy targets and the trophy is everything. For conservation hunting,
passion for intact wildlands is everything—wildlands that are maintained through hunting
inputs.

Just as the diverging status of wildlife in countries with different management systems is often
overlooked, the differences between trophy shooting and conservation hunting are not widely
appreciated—to some people, all hunters are the bad boys. But in Namibia’s communal hunting
concessions, conservation hunters are the good bad boys—good for local communities and for
the health of their wildlife. The communities decide for themselves how to use their land and
resources—whether to form a conservancy and whether to create a hunting concession. Most
such communities welcome conservation hunting because it generates significant returns—
and because hunting, and meat, are traditional parts of rural lives.
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Ondjou Safaris and conservation hunting
Ondjou Safaris has held the Dzoti hunting concession since 2010. Up to the end of 2019, Dzoti
Conservancy earned more than N$13.2 million (US$897,000) from Ondjou’s hunting activities.
In addition, Ondjou has provided support for a range of local development initiatives, including
a school hostel (N$1.11 million), water supply infrastructure (N$473,000) and the
construction of two bridges (N$40,000). Ondjou has conducted staff training and provided
annual anti-poaching support (N$34,000). The meat from all hunted animals is distributed to
the local community and Ondjou has helped the conservancy with their own-use quotas (i.e.,
harvesting surplus animals to provide meat for local festivals, etc.). And Ondjou provides a
great variety of ad hoc assistance as the need arises.

Opponents of hunting like to point out that individual households in a hunting area don’t
benefit enough from hunting. They saddle hunting with the impossible burden of being the
cure-all that will make everyone in the community wealthy. Hunting can’t do that. Tourism
can’t, either. Few industries can. But hunting can provide enough returns to motivate
landholders to set aside valuable habitat for wildlife and to keep wildlife on the land instead of
eradicating it as a threat or competition to crops or livestock. Hunting is particularly important
in areas where tourism potential is limited, and where subsistence farmers struggle to deal
with serious damage from large wildlife such as elephant and buffalo—such as Dzoti.

Hunting revenue is the only significant income for Dzoti Conservancy. Without hunting, this
conservation structure would not exist here. Between 2011 and 2018, income from harvesting
devil’s claw (Harpagophytum, an herb whose roots and tubers are used to make medicine) and
other sources amounted to less than N$180,000.

Hunting income covers the salaries of 16 game guards, the conservancy manager, an
accountant, a secretary, an enterprise officer and two cleaners, as well as committee
allowances. In total, the conservancy reported operational expenditures of more than N$5.8
million between 2011 and 2018. The conservancy also invested just over N$3.9 million of its
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income into a variety of community-development initiatives during this period. These included
cash benefits to conservancy members, social projects and payments to offset human-wildlife
conflicts such as livestock losses and crop damage. If there were no hunting income, there
would be no conservancy: no game guards, no patrols, no mitigation of human–wildlife
conflicts, no anti-poaching efforts, no core wildlife area—and certainly a lot less wildlife.

The small and stylish Ondjou Safaris hunting camp in Dzoti Conservancy. Helge Denker photo

Dzoti borders two national parks—Mudumu in the northwest and Nkasa Rupara in the
southwest—and to the southeast, the Linyanti River creates the international border with
Botswana. None of the boundaries are fenced. Wildlife moves freely. The two parks are small
by Namibian standards (730 and 345 square kilometres, respectively; 180,400 acres and
85,250 acres). The three conservancies wedged between them—Dzoti, Wuparo and Balyerwa
—act as buffer zones and wildlife movement corridors that link the parks. Other conservancies
extend the linkages northward to Bwabwata National Park and beyond it to Angolan and
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Zambian conservation areas. The parks and the conservancies are segments in the much larger
wildlife landscape (more than 200,000 square miles, or 518,000 square kilometres) of the
Kavango–Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area.

Nkasa Rupara is accessible via a single dirt track, which is either very dusty or very boggy,
depending on the season. A lodge and a few campsites are clustered near the entrance, in
neighboring Wuparo. Yet no tourism benefits spill over into Dzoti. Nkasa is not a park for high
tourist volumes. It shouldn’t be—its wetland ecosystem is too fragile. In 2018, there were
about 5,500 visitors.

The overlooked importance of land use
Formula One champion Lewis Hamilton recently tweeted that the way to save the planet is to
become vegan. Even though he got some backlash for his personal environmental footprint as
a professional racing driver, his message was clearly deeply felt and well-intended. The vegan
argument is getting more and more traction among urban trendsetters. In rural realities, and
particularly in African wildlands, it has fundamental flaws.

There is no doubt: Human demand for food is putting a lot of pressure on Earth’s
environments. The impact of the meat industry (including animal fodder production) is huge.
Yet in Namibia, wildlife continues to live alongside free-ranging livestock in a healthy balance.
And on a global scale, it is the vast croplands—the wheat, soy and corn fields—that are amongst
the biggest destroyers of biodiversity. They not only displace wildlife, they eradicate all
indigenous plant life, too. In some countries, soy plantations cover more than half of all arable
land. Not much space left for wildlife there.

Globally, we need to find a better balance of land uses, one that leaves more natural habitat
intact—Edward O. Wilson’s Half-Earth concept. In Dzoti, and Namibia in general, this has long
been the case. Cropping remains at the level of patchwork fields and gardens surrounded by
healthy wildlife habitat. Namibians eat meat from free-roaming wildlife, as well as beef and
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mutton. Hunting areas, where habitat remains intact and all indigenous plant and animal
species can thrive, provide one of the most environmentally sustainable land-use options in the
country.

The conservation battle cry should be “Save the last wildlands!” Save them from logging and
agriculture and other fragmenting land use, because we can’t have healthy wildlife populations,
or indeed a healthy planet, without healthy habitats and healthy ecosystems.

The hunter v. the poacher
A couple of months ago, in Dzoti, a man walked across open grassland with an elephant tusk
slung over his shoulder as if this were nothing unusual. But in Dzoti, people know each other
and they know right from wrong. Dzoti’s community game guards were quickly alerted by
mobile phone. They contacted the co-owner of Ondjou Safaris, Hentie van Heerden. He
immediately dispatched a vehicle to take the game guards to the scene. When he heard
gunshots, soon afterwards, he alerted the police and went himself to investigate. After the dust
settled, sometime later, one rhino horn and one elephant tusk had been confiscated by the
police. One poacher had been arrested while another had managed to flee, presumably with
the second horn and tusk. Both the rhino and the elephant appeared to have been killed in
neighboring Botswana.

For Dzoti, this was the most high-profile wildlife crime case this year because it involved
Africa’s primary poaching targets. For Hentie van Heerden, it was just one of more than a
dozen cases over the past decade in which he has provided active support to conservancy
game guards and the police, usually with a positive outcome: arrested poachers.

The presence of a legal hunting operator in a conservation area has immediate positive
impacts. It’s not just about the income that funds the game guards; it’s also about daily keeneyed movement through the area, especially its less accessible parts. One of the most
important aspects is the willingness of a hunting operator such as van Heerden to go out at any
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time of the day or night to investigate gunshots or other suspicious activities and to confront
suspected criminals.

In Namibia’s communal lands, conservancies and community game guards take over the role of
wildlife custodians, which government and its rangers play in national parks. It’s a highly
effective system which is enabled and continually strengthened by conservation-hunting
funds. Without the conservancy and the ongoing support of the hunting operator, the Dzoti
community would have no benefits from wildlife, and thus no incentive to protect it. Poachers
would have free rein.

A clear distinction needs to be made here: Poaching is not hunting. While conservation hunting
is a legal, regulated industry, poaching is theft. It is stealing from the community, the rightful
custodians of the wildlife. Poaching is indiscriminate killing with no regard for animal welfare
and impacts on animal populations. Conservation hunting works for the community, which has
the right to use the land for crops or livestock or to zone some of it for wildlife. Hunting and
poaching can never be equated.
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More than half of Namibia’s 22,000 elephants inhabit the far northeast of the country. They are an important
tourist attraction, but also a significant burden for subsistence farmers. Helge Denker photo

The elephant controversy
The main target for Ondjou’s hunting clients, and the main source of income for Dzoti, is the
elephant—“ondjou” means elephant in the local Herero language. Yet elephant hunting is a
controversy that continues to embroil Africa. Botswana recently decided to re-open elephant
hunting because the government concluded that the hunting ban (imposed in 2014) was having
too many detrimental effects. Local communities had lost an important income stream that
was not replaced. Human–elephant conflicts had increased. The communities most affected by
the ban wanted it lifted. A misinformed international outcry has ensued, with a sad disregard
for local realities and the autonomy of democratic African governance.

Namibia has allowed a limited number of elephant hunts each year for several decades, based
on a system of population counts and quotas. Yet in the past 20 years, the country’s elephant
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numbers have increased from 7,500 to more than 22,000 and the great pachyderms have
expanded their range. More than half of Namibia’s elephants are in the country’s extreme
northeast. It’s a mobile population that roams freely across international borders, between
Botswana and the Zambezi Region (with Nkasa Rupara and Dzoti important movement
corridors) and onward into Zambia and southeastern Angola.

In Dzoti, Ondjou Safaris’ elephant quota has varied from four to five elephants each year. Over
the past decade, 35 trophy elephants have been hunted in the conservancy. They have
provided the bulk of conservancy income. The average ivory weight has remained consistent,
and the heaviest tusk of the past 10 years (65 pounds) was obtained in 2019. Hunting has
clearly not had a detrimental effect on the overall population. Instead, it has enabled Namibia’s
conservancies to establish sound conservation structures that help to protect not only the
elephants, but all wildlife in the area. Hunting also helps communities to deal with the daily
realities of living with large, potentially destructive wildlife.

Elephants have a direct impact on the lives of rural residents. I’ve stood in the trampled fields, I’ve
inspected the mangled infrastructure. I’ve also sat with the relatives of people killed by
elephants. Theirs is a different reality to that of urban animal-rights activists calling for hunting
bans. Most victims did not act irresponsibly towards elephants, but simply went about their
daily rural lives, which include fetching water and firewood in places where elephants roam.
This is a reality that an urbanite can’t readily relate to.

The moral of the story
The lion is perhaps the most sought-after wildlife sighting for tourists on safari. Yet lions are
hunters. Lions are killers. They survive exclusively on meat. They kill anything from baby
antelopes to sub-adult elephants—and include even the occasional human in their diet. Strange
that the hunting of lions by people should cause some of the biggest outcries against hunting.
Nothing has ever rocked the hunting industry, and the conservation sector, like Cecil the lion.
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Will we at some point try to teach lions to become vegan, like the sabre-tooth tiger in Disney’s
“Ice Age,” who learns not to kill? How would a world without predators, without carnivores,
function? All life feeds on other life. It’s a cycle that needs death; it needs carnivores. The
concept of avoiding—prohibiting—all killing in an attempt to create some benign, Disneyesque
world is simply not compatible with life’s fundamental realities. It certainly does not provide
any conservation solutions. What is needed are pragmatic approaches, a healthy balance of
appropriate land and resource uses, and respect for the dignity of all living creatures.

It’s easy for opponents of hunting to claim the moral high ground with statements like “How
can you kill such a magnificent creature?” or the mantra “Elephants [lions, rhinos, etc.] are
worth far more alive than dead.” Both sentiments seem to present some moral truth. Both elicit
immediate anti-hunting emotions. But such statements are simplistic and misplaced. They
ignore the fundamental realities of life. These “magnificent creatures” regularly kill each other
(and occasionally us) for food, in fights over females or territory, and sometimes out of some
unfathomable rage.

African wildlands are harsh. Wild animals generally don’t get very old. Every animal will die.
That’s the cycle of life. Drought and disease, predation and fighting all take their toll in the
perpetual fluctuation of populations. Male lions very rarely reach 15 years of age. Most
antelopes have a life span of less than 20 years. Elephants do live to more than 50 years, and as
adults face no predators—except humans. This is an important reality: Homo sapiens evolved
in Africa, we and our hominin forbears have been an integral part of African ecosystems for
several million years.

No doubt about it: Our resourcefulness in producing ever more sophisticated weapons quickly
led to the wanton destruction of wildlife. The arrival of Europeans and their guns soon drove
many southern African species to the brink of extinction before 1900. But the indiscriminate
shooting was stopped. Wildlife populations were rebuilt—not through strict preservationism,
but through controlled, sustainable use that gave the animals a value in our money-oriented
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world. The white rhino is a prime example, recovering from only 20 individuals in the late
1800s to more than 20,000 in southern Africa today.

Yes, wanton shooters are still around. But they are the ugly outgrowths of an industry. They
are not conservation hunters.

It is understandable that many of us can’t easily reconcile calls to “save the last [lion, rhino,
etc.]” on the one hand with the idea that hunters are killing some of those same animals “for
fun” on the other. Yet we are confusing the death of individual animals with the health of
populations. Individuals always die. But when individual animals are able to live a free life, and
propagate another generation before they die, the population remains healthy.

To make hunters the bad guys is a fundamental attribution error. We are attributing the
problem of wildlife declines to a perceived bad guy, rather than to the actual cause: habitat
destruction by inappropriate land uses, pollution and human-induced climate change. Our
crime is not eating meat, for which animals must die, it is the large-scale destruction of habitat
that leaves no space for a diversity of life.

The passion of the hunter
Late into the evening, with the sounds of the African bush drifting into the dining tent, I sit
talking with Hentie and his wife Denise. Their passion for wildlife and wildlands is manifest.
Mention the elusive sitatunga, or the enigmatic serval, and watch Hentie’s eyes light up. Not
because he wants to hunt them, but because he has a genuine connection to the wild and all its
creatures. Hunters may decorate their homes with the skulls and skins of their quarry, but
these simply serve as tangible, authentic reminders of memorable times spent in wildlands. For
someone who loves such authentica, the sight of a buffalo or kudu or bushbuck with a
magnificent set of horns is undeniably stirring. Hentie recently showed me a photo of what he
estimates to be a 50-inch buffalo, glimpsed in the woodlands of Dzoti—a photo to stir a
hunter’s heart. But that is only one part of a complex whole. Hunters love the dynamics of
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wildlands, where buffalo and elephant and bushbuck have space to roam, where secretive
species like sitatunga can thrive . . . and where, for brief periods, the hunter can return to the
rhythms of nature.

I share this passion for wildlands and wildlife; for game sightings that make the heart race, that
put a smile on my face for days. Not the removed, quickly forgotten views of habituated
animals from a game-drive vehicle, or from the deck of a lodge overlooking a waterhole or river
—chewing breakfast while occasionally glancing over at the sitatunga skirting the edge of the
reeds. No, it’s the experience of being out there, out in the wild in the last light of day, on foot,
in the thicket among the scratching thorns and biting insects and creepy-crawlies, finding
oneself suddenly face to face with a surprised serval, that stares us down for several seconds
and then slinks away . . . or knee-deep in the mud of a reed-fringed backwater when a sitatunga
breaks cover, stops for a long look over its shoulder and then disappears quietly downstream.

When Dzoti Conservancy was formed, wildlife was scarce and skittish. A decade later, a
wondrous transformation has taken place. Warthog and impala are once again common.
Bushbuck and waterbuck are thriving. Sitatunga are regularly encountered. Lion, leopard and
serval all hunt here. Buffalo and elephant come and go in large herds. Even giraffe, which had
become locally extinct in the early 1990s, are back. A series of reintroductions into Mudumu
and adjoining conservancies between 2006 and 2011 have allowed them recolonize Dzoti.

The transformation is much bigger than Dzoti. It is a national recovery—one that is particularly
impressive in the Zambezi Region. Tourists are enjoying great wildlife sightings in the region’s
national parks. But the parks are small and could not survive as islands within a sea of
agricultural land uses. Through the mosaic of core wildlife areas, movement corridors and
buffer zones that the conservancies create, a vast landscape of wildlife habitat can be
maintained. But the conservancies depend on conservation hunting to function. If animalrights activists succeed in banning all hunting, a proven conservation model will collapse.
Wildlife will be the loser. The community will be the loser. There will be no winners.
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The two opposing factions, hunters and animal-rights advocates, both passionate about wild
animals, continue to argue about the right and wrong of hunting and about the best
approaches to conservation. Scientists and conservation experts are choosing sides. Tourism
operators are choosing sides. The communities who live with the wildlife and have a right to
determine their livelihoods are all too often ignored. And people who are indifferent to the
plight of wildlife simply go on cutting forests and plowing fields and building dams and mining
the Earth, because they can make a living without being shamed and vilified—even as they
eradicate countless indigenous animals and plants along the way.

Helge Denker is a Namibian writer–naturalist. He has worked in various sectors within the Namibian
tourism and environmental spheres for three decades and has published many articles on the
country’s conservation issues.

Banner Image: The Cape buffalo is a threat to crop farming and cattle ranching (stringent veterinary
restrictions apply to livestock that may be in contact with Cape buffalo). But the Cape buffalo is a
significant source of hunting income and meat for conservancy residents. Helge Denker photo
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Artisanal Forest Cuisine in Nuremberg

Restaurant Waidwerk
By Gerhard R. Damm
(Based on an article in Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung by Jacob Strobel y Serra)

READ TIME 3 MINUTES
If your travels take you to the historic town of Nuremberg in southern Germany, the Restaurant
Waidwerk is a good place to savor roe deer and other game from the own hunting grounds of Chef
Valentin Rottner.
Restaurant "Waidwerk" received a Michelin star just one year after opening. The "Waidwerk"
restaurant is housed in a separate room of the Gasthaus Rottner, an idyllic half-timbered ensemble that
has been owned by the family since 1812. This restaurant has always been a good address in
Nuremberg gastronomy. Today, the Gasthaus Rottner presents a casual mix of a Michelin star
restaurant, an à la carte restaurant, a beer garden shaded by mighty trees, and an attached 4-star hotel.
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The name of the restaurant is at the same time program and vocation (the word “Waidwerk” has its
origin in Middle High German word Weidewerc, which means the trade or craft of artisanal and ethical
hunting) for the restaurant’s proprietor, Valentin Rottner. He is an enthusiastic hunter since the age of
fifteen. His dedication to ethical hunting and using every bit of the hunted animal is highlighted by a set
of red deer antlers, which dominates the otherwise rather minimalist guest room. These antlers were a
gift from grandfather Konrad Rottner to four-year-old Valentin; for many years the head adorned the
boy's room before it was moved to the present location.
Valentin Rottner is neither avant-garde nor revolutionary—he concocts spectacular plates like a
powerfully sour-salty marinated trout delicately flavored with elderberry and herbal oil, accompanied
by red veined dock leaves (Rumex sanguineus), horseradish pearls, and a combination of deep-fried,
sautéed, blanched marigold. As homage to the Franconian region the chef adds crumbed Ingreisch (the
roe of the regional carp, bred and harvested in the nearby Aischgrund).
Valentin Rossner always keeps the balance between the classical and the modern. Despite all of his
local patriotism, this chef does not represent the typical dogmatic regionalist; he usually leaves the
main roles in the flavor-game to salt and nuanced acidity.
Valentin Rossner understudied renowned chef Alexander Hermann in Wirsberg, then went to
Johannes King and Alexandro Pape in Sylt (an island close to the German-Danish border, known for its
long beaches, and international resorts); after that he had a formative period with Nils Henkel in
Bergisch Gladbach. All of them accoladed with one, two or three Michelin stars. Therefore, in 2015,
Valentin was well prepared when he returned to his parents' inn.
As a main course, the chef presents his hunter’s pride (Waidmannsstolz in German): a generous third of
the saddle of roe deer, harvested in his own hunting area close to Iphofen (a little town known for its
rare complete medieval town wall and other historic buildings, as well as for being located in the heart
of the Franconian wine producing region) reflects Valentin’s hunter’s pride. This piece de resistance is
seared on the bone and finished in the oven. At the table, the waiter separates the venison from the
bone with a spoon. It’s a revelation on the palate—roe deer venison that tastes of nothing other than
roe deer, not a bit floury, without the hint of any livery hautgoût.
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Valentin Rottner’s saddle of roe deer, Gasthaus Rottner Photo

This wonderful plate is a true reflection of the best part of an animal that has lived a healthy life in the
woods and meadows. Its pure forestry taste is not overlaid by any dalliances. The jus is not too heavy—
not the usual syrup—but rather a strong consommé; blueberries as gel and fruit help toward creating
the beautiful illusion of standing on a forest clearing covered by morning dew.
Restaurant Waidwerk, at the Romantik Hotel Gasthaus Rottner, Winterstraße 15–17, D-90431 Nürnberg/
Großreuth bei Schweinau, www.rottner-hotel.de. For reservations call telephone +49(0)911/658480 or email: waidwerk@rottner-hotel.de

Gerhard Damm is Editor-in-Chief of Conservation Frontlines and President of the Conservation
Frontlines Foundation.
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Banner Image: The main front of the old Gasthaus, with its timbered façade and opulent gardens; Valentin
Rottner Photo

Abstracts of Recently Published Papers on Hunting &
Conservation
By Editorial Team

READ TIME 11 MINUTES
The Conservation Frontlines Team selected a range of new scientific, peer-reviewed papers. Read the
abstracts to get an overview. All items have links to the original papers.

The effect of knowledge, species aesthetic appeal, familiarity and conservation need on
willingness to donate. P. Lundberg A. Vainio D. C. MacMillan R. J. Smith D. Veríssimo A.
Arponen. 2019 https://doi.org/10.1111/acv.12477
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Abstract: Environmental non-governmental organizations (ENGOs) largely select flagship
species for conservation marketing based on their aesthetic appeal. However, little is known
about the fundraising effectiveness of this approach or how it compares to ecosystem
conservation campaigns that use habitat types as flagships. By performing a willingness to
donate (WTD) survey of potential online donors from Finland, we identified which motivations
and donor characteristics influence their preferences for a range of different flagship species
and ecosystems. Using the contingent valuation method and the payment card approach, we
found the combined funding for eight mammal flagship species was 29% higher funding than
for eight bird flagship species. Furthermore, the aesthetically more appealing species, as well
as the species and ecosystems that are native to Finland, attracted the most funding. We then
used ordinal logistic regression to identify the factors influencing a donor's WTD, finding that
knowledge of biodiversity conservation and familiarity with the flagship was associated with
an increased WTD to birds and ecosystems, and people with higher education levels had an
increased WTD to ecosystems. Surprisingly, species aesthetic appeal was not related to an
increased WTD, although “need of conservation” was, suggesting that highlighting the plight of
these less appealing threatened species or ecosystems could raise money. Our results suggest
that the factors driving donating to mammals, birds or ecosystems differ, and so underline the
importance of considering the diverse motivations behind donation behavior in fundraising
campaigns. They also provide new evidence of the motivations of online donors, an understudied group who are likely to become an increasingly important source of conservation
funding.
________________

Population dynamics of medium and large mammals in a West African gallery forest area
and the potential effects of poaching. Hema, E., Ouattara, Y., Karama, M., Petrozzi, F., Di
Vittorio, M., Guenda, W. & Luiselli, L. 2017. Journal of Threatened Taxa, 9(5), 10151-10157.
https://doi.org/10.11609/jott.3212.9.5.10151-10157
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Abstract: Few studies are available on the population dynamics of medium and large mammals
in gallery forests of the Sudan and Sahel regions of West Africa. Line-transect studies of the
abundance (estimated by KIA) of nine species of ungulates and three species of primates were
carried out between 2004 and 2013 in the Comoé-Leraba protected area of Burkina Faso,
West Africa. No peer-reviewed study of population sizes of mammals in this protected area
has been published, making the data presented of special relevance. Population size trends
varied significantly across years in both primates and ungulates, with some species (Papio
anubis, Phacochoerus africanus, Alcelaphus busephalus and Tragelaphus scriptus) decreasing
consistently. Significant relationships were observed between poaching intensity and
population oscillations in Erythrocebus patas, Kobus ellipsiprymnus, Kobus kob, Ourebia
ourebi and Cephalophus rufilatus.

_______________

The value of hunting for conservation in the context of the biodiversity economy. C.
MacLaren, J. Perche & A. Middleton (Authors) & Ministry of Environment and Tourism of
Namibia (Series Editors).2019. Volume IV of the “Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity
(TEEB) Study for Namibia”.

Executive summary: The consumptive use of wildlife through trophy hunting has been
identified as crucial for financing conservation in Namibia, raising up to N$ 39 million for
conservation projects through the Game Products Trust Fund between 2013 and 2016. In light
of ongoing pressures to ban the importation of trophies, particularly into the EU and USA
markets, this study provides information to policy and decision makers around the ecosystem
values associated with trophy hunting, a comprehensive direct financial impact valuation of
the trophy hunting sector, as well as a first assessment of the contribution of trophy hunting to
ecosystem services and conservation.
__________________
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The management dilemma: Removing elephants to save large trees. 2019. Michelle D.
Henley, Robin M. Cook. Koedoe, Vol 61, No 1, a1564. DOI: https://doi.org/10.4102/
koedoe.v61i1.1564

Abstract: The loss of large trees (> 5 m in height) in Africa’s protected areas is often attributed
to the impact by savanna elephants (Loxodonta africana). Concerns have been raised over large
tree mortality levels in protected areas such as South Africa’s Kruger National Park (KNP) and
in the past, the need to manage its elephant population in order to preserve large trees and
biodiversity as a whole. Our review aims to synthesise and discuss the complexities of
managing elephants’ effects on the landscape to ensure the survival of large trees, as well as
the application purposes of the various lethal and non-lethal elephant mitigation strategies.
We further critically evaluate past management strategies, which have solely focused on
controlling elephant numbers to protect large trees. Past mitigation strategies focused on
managing elephant impact by directly reducing elephant numbers. However, maintaining
elephant numbers at a pre-determined carrying capacity level did not prevent the loss of large
trees. Research on large tree survival in African savannas has continually exposed the
complexity of the situation, as large tree survival is influenced at various demographic stages.
In some cases, a coalescence of historical factors may have resulted in what could be perceived
as an aesthetically appealing savanna for managers and tourists alike. Furthermore, the past
high density of surface water within the KNP homogenised elephant impact on large trees by
increasing the encounter rate between elephants and large trees. Our review evaluates how
current mitigation strategies have shifted from purely managing elephant numbers to
managing elephant distribution across impact gradients, thereby promoting heterogeneity
within the system. Additionally, we discuss each mitigation strategy’s occurrence at various
landscape scales and its advantages and disadvantages when used to manage impact of
elephant on large trees.
Conservation implications: A variety of options exist to manage the effects that elephants
have on large trees. These options range from large-scale landscape manipulation solutions to
small-scale individual tree protection methods. Interactions between elephants and large trees
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are complex, however, and conservation managers need to consider the advantages and
disadvantages of each mitigation strategy to protect large trees.
______________________

The Balkan chamois, an archipelago or a peninsula? 2019. Laura Iacolina et al. Conference
Paper. 7th World Mountain Ungulate Congress, Bozeman Montana. September 10-13, 2019.

Abstract: Balkan chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra balcanica) inhabits the south part of the species
distribution in Europe. It prefers rocky habitat with steep slopes, thus low valleys tend to
constitute a barrier to gene-flow. The subspecies is currently protected in some countries and
hunted in others. Knowledge on the genetic composition of this subspecies is limited and
confined to regional studies. We present the first investigation including samples from most of
the subspecies range to evaluate the possible presence of metapopulations and barriers to
gene-flow. Additionally, we included other subspecies from neighbouring countries to assess
the geographic boundaries to its distribution. By combining nuclear (20 microsatellites) and
mitochondrial (Dloop and cytochrome b) data we provide information on the connectivity
levels of the different (meta)populations. Such knowledge will constitute the necessary
starting point for a sustainable management of the Balkan chamois, being it the identification
of potential source populations for re-introduction programmes or the evaluation of a viable
harvest rate.
______________________

Frameworks Regulating Hunting for Meat in Tropical Countries Leave the Sector in the
Limbo. 2019. Nathalie van Vliet, André Pinassi Antunes, Pedro de Araujo Lima Constantino,
Juanita Gómez, Dídac Santos-Fita & Eugenio Sartoretto. Front. Ecol. Evol., 02 August 2019,
https://doi.org/10.3389/fevo.2019.00280

Abstract: Despite restrictive legal frameworks, hunting for meat is a reality in tropical
countries. In this policy paper, we argue that formal regulations are ill adapted to the contexts
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in which they should be applied and are characterized by gaps and contradictions that maintain
the sector in a limbo. We use contemporary examples from Latin America and Africa described
in detail in publications ranging from 2015 to 2019, to illustrate the need for legal reforms that
clarify the rights to sell surplus of meat and align land tenure rights with wildlife use rights to
suggest a new definition of subsistence hunting which accounts for the realities of
communities from different cultural backgrounds.

______________________

Brown bear attacks on humans: a worldwide perspective. 2019. Bombieri, G., Naves, J.,
Penteriani, V. et al. Sci Rep 9, 8573 (2019) doi:10.1038/s41598-019-44341-w

Abstract: The increasing trend of large carnivore attacks on humans not only raises human
safety concerns but may also undermine large carnivore conservation efforts. Although rare,
attacks by brown bears Ursus arctos are also on the rise and, although several studies have
addressed this issue at local scales, information is lacking on a worldwide scale. Here, we
investigated brown bear attacks (n = 664) on humans between 2000 and 2015 across most of
the range inhabited by the species: North America (n = 183), Europe (n = 291), and East (n =
190). When the attacks occurred, half of the people were engaged in leisure activities and the
main scenario was an encounter with a female with cubs. Attacks have increased significantly
over time and were more frequent at high bear and low human population densities. There was
no significant difference in the number of attacks between continents or between countries
with different hunting practices. Understanding global patterns of bear attacks can help
reduce dangerous encounters and, consequently, is crucial for informing wildlife managers and
the public about appropriate measures to reduce this kind of conflicts in bear country.

______________________
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Envisioning the future with ‘compassionate conservation’: An ominous projection for native
wildlife and biodiversity. 2020. Alex Callen, Matt W. Hayward, Kaya Klop-Tokera, Benjamin L.
Allend, Guy Ballard, Femke Broekhuis et al. Biological Conservation, Volume 241, January
2020, 108365. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0006320719311115

Abstract: The ‘Compassionate Conservation’ movement is gaining momentum through its
promotion of ‘ethical’ conservation practices based on self-proclaimed principles of ‘first-dono-harm’ and ‘individuals matter’. We argue that the tenets of ‘Compassionate Conservation’
are ideological - that is, they are not scientifically proven to improve conservation outcomes,
yet are critical of the current methods that do. In this paper we envision a future with
‘Compassionate Conservation’ and predict how this might affect global biodiversity
conservation. Taken literally, ‘Compassionate Conservation’ will deny current conservation
practices such as captive breeding, introduced species control, biocontrol, conservation
fencing, translocation, contraception, disease control and genetic introgression. Five
mainstream conservation practices are used to illustrate the far-reaching and dire
consequences for global biodiversity if governed by ‘Compassionate Conservation’. We
acknowledge the important role of animal welfare science in conservation practices but argue
that ‘Compassionate Conservation’ aligns more closely with animal liberation principles
protecting individuals over populations. Ultimately, we fear that a world of ‘Compassionate
Conservation’ could stymie the global conservation efforts required to meet international
biodiversity targets derived from evidenced based practice, such as the Aichi targets
developed by the Convention on Biological Diversity and adopted by the International Union
for the Conservation of Nature and the United Nations.

______________________

The Cecil Moment: Celebrity environmentalism, Nature 2.0, and the cultural politics of lion
trophy hunting. 2019. Sandra G. McCubbin. Geoforum, November 2019. https://doi.org/
10.1016/j.geoforum.2019.10.015
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Abstract: In 2015 Cecil the lion's death sparked international furore over the practice of lion
trophy hunting. Celebrities and everyday citizens, traditional news and social media alike were
aflame around the globe, most notably after American celebrity Jimmy Kimmel expressed
disgust in Cecil's death during a monologue on his late-night talk show. This paper explores the
Cecil Moment as a case study of the cultural politics of the environment at the intersection of
celebrity environmentalism and ‘Nature 2.0’ applications like Facebook and Twitter. The
research asks: what can the Cecil Moment can tell us about how celebrity and Nature 2.0
environmentalisms work and to what kind of conservation politics do they lead? Drawing on
the celebrity environmentalism and Nature 2.0 literatures, I develop an analytic framework for
analyzing the Cecil Moment which considers and evaluates the network of actors enrolled, the
representations foregrounded and backgrounded, as well as the outcomes. Empirical insights
are drawn from document and media review, and key informant interviews. I argue that the
Cecil Moment operated through a more-than-human network which served to channel agency
unleashed by Cecil’s death to the already-empowered lion conservation actors, as well as
mutable meanings that shifted Cecil Moment focus away from trophy hunting and toward lion
conservation in general. Ultimately, the Cecil Moment operated to dismiss the anti-trophy
hunting politics that sparked and fuelled it in the first place; yet, the momentum of the Cecil
Moment was grasped and re-directed toward other lion conservation priorities. Critically, this
re-direction was not neutral; rather, it shifted the politics of the Cecil Moment in a way that
reproduced longstanding patterns of conservation injustice wherein blame for biodiversity
loss is directed away from powerful forces onto the racialized, rural poor from the Global
South.
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